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ABSTRACT 

 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the utility of capillary electrophoresis (CE) as an 

analytical technique for assessing the critical quality attributes of novel therapeutic agents for 

their use as innovative drugs, such as peptides, plasmids, mRNA/lipid nano particle formulations, 

and recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV). The primary objective is to enhance CE's 

applicability to these modalities by developing novel approaches for these challenging 

therapeutics. The dissertation incorporates four projects that were covered in a total of five 

articles published in peer-reviewed analytical chemistry periodicals. The first chapter investigates 

the ability of affinity CE to quantify the degree and location of methionine oxidation in peptides 

and monoclonal antibodies with the aim of providing a complementary approach to mass 

spectrometry. The following chapter provides a direct comparison of the present analytical 

methodologies for the analysis of rAAV including transmission electron microscopy, analytical 

ultra centrifugation, capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) and 

ion-pair reverse phase liquid chromatography (IP-RP-LC). The third chapter describes a method 

for quantifying and identifying nucleic acid therapeutics using fluorescent peptide nucleic acid 

(PNA) hybridization probes in CE. The final part of this work reviews various analytical methods 

for the analysis of high-mass oligonucleotides that are incorporated in different delivery vehicles, 

highlighting particularly methodological benefits and drawbacks. This includes the PNA-based CE 

method from the previous chapter, digital droplet PCR, CGE from the second chapter with the 

additional and complementary use of nuclease digestion, IP-RP-LC, and CZE which were all applied 

for the comprehensive characterization of oligonucleotides and their quality attributes as 

biologics. 
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“Happiness lies in the joy of achievement, in the thrill of creative effort.” 
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1. Introduction 
 

Biopharmaceuticals are a broad category of pharmaceutical products, mostly parenterals, that 

include any biological drug created by living organisms using recombinant DNA technology. 

Prominent examples are recombinant protein therapeutics, vaccines, and cell- and gene-

therapies. [1] While recombinant therapeutics did not reach patients until the 1980s, biological 

products such as porcine insulin and poliovirus vaccines were already well established. [2] A 

majority of these early products were derived from animal tissues or serum. The inherent 

variability in these manufacturing platforms resulted in low product purity and efficacy when 

compared to modern standards. [3] Growing understanding of production techniques has played 

a significant role in the rapid advancement of biopharmaceuticals and making them available for 

patients as new therapeutic approaches, addressing unmet medical needs. [4] The process 

operations used today have been influenced by technologies developed in the first half of the 

twentieth century that are based on fundamental chemical principles such as chromatography 

and electrophoresis. Incremental advancements in these technologies have resulted in present 

biopharma techniques that have transcended consistency and reproducibility, resulting in 

enhanced product efficacy, quality, and safety.  

Today, more than 400 distinct active biopharmaceuticals are available, with 197 regulatory 

approvals between 2018 and mid-2022. [5] The biological nature of these products allows for the 

development of novel mechanisms of action that would be impossible to achieve with small 

molecules, which is exploited for the treatment of a wide range of indications such as cancer, 

autoimmune diseases, genetic disorders or infectious diseases. Although a broad variety of 

modalities (e.g. hormones, growth factors, enzymes and viral vectors) is available for patients, 

the vast majority (> 80%) of commercial biopharmaceuticals are monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). 

[5] The ability of antibodies to effectively bind to specific targets with a strong affinity and 

specificity, and their potential to activate the immune system based on the desired functionality, 

has contributed to their widespread use as therapeutics. This is particularly advantageous 

compared to small molecules, which face difficulties in achieving these tasks. [6] The high demand 

for therapeutical mAbs has driven much of the biopharma industry's advances in manufacturing 

and process improvement, with mAb research results being applied to other products. [4] A 

typical example is the prosperity of cell and gene therapies (C&GT). After more than forty years 

of research, multiple such therapies were approved by the regulatory authorities over the last 

decade. [5] Just as mAbs revolutionized the treatment of various diseases by offering novel 
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mechanisms of action, C&GTs have the potential to offer personalized treatment options and 

long-term or even permanent cures for previously difficult-to-treat diseases. Similarly to mAbs, 

the current demand for C&GTs is also anticipated to spur additional developments in the sector. 

[7] 

1.1 Analytical Method Development for Biopharmaceuticals 

A biopharma product's overall life cycle begins with discovery, when a variety of initial candidate 

molecules are generated and tested for activity against a specific biological target. The best 

candidates are optimized to improve efficacy and safety. Products selected for further human 

testing are assigned to process development, where the manufacturing processes required to 

supply material in sufficient quantities for clinical trials and, in case successful clinical trials, 

commercial needs are developed. [4]  

The development and application of reliable analytical techniques is critical throughout the entire 

lifecycle (Figure 1). During the early stages of discovery and optimization, analytical methods must 

be developed to characterize candidate molecules and measure their activity against the 

biological target. The results obtained by these techniques are then used to guide candidate 

selection, pre-formulation screening and later to release drug substance or drug product that is 

required for non-clinical toxicological studies. [8] This first stage is, therefore, characterized by 

the focus to understand the drug substance. Hereafter, analytical development works in tandem 

with process development to improve the process's quality and integrity while maximizing 

efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Monitoring the process is critical to ensure that the final 

product is consistent and reproducible, but also in ensuring high product quality and safety. [9] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Typical pharmaceutical development lifecycle and the role of analytical methods. 
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Finally, upon completion of the development phase, validation or verification of the chosen 

analytical techniques is performed in order to obtain evidence that the methods are fit for 

intended use. Validated methods are mandatory for quality control, release, and stability testing 

of drug substance and drug product for clinical studies and later on, if market authorization has 

been granted, during commercial manufacturing. [8] 

The objective of analytical development is to establish a framework for precise and reliable 

surveillance and verification of novel molecular entities throughout their complete life cycle, 

specifically by developing robust analytical methodologies. This development process starts by 

defining the purpose of the method and the conditions in which it should be employed. For these 

quality attributes the product specific requirements for method parameters such as accuracy, 

precision, sensitivity etc. are defined. [10] Based on the assumptions made in the initial step a 

technology platform that can achieve all criteria is selected. For common modalities such as mAbs 

a panel of platform methods including widely accepted generic criteria is typically available, 

whereas a complete method development might be necessary for emerging therapeutic entities 

such as C&GT products. [8] After selecting the analytical technology platform for a new test 

method and establishing the basic method parameters, systematic method evaluation and 

development can be performed to assess the potential impact of the various method parameters 

on the method's ability to consistently produce robust, accurate, and precise results. This step 

may require further fine tuning of the method attributes in order to meet the initial purpose. As 

validation of the method after completion of the development incorporates significant 

investment, it is closely tied to the lifecycle of the drug candidate. For this reason, the extent of 

the validation effort is determined by the method type and clinical phase of the program. [9] 

1.2 Quality Attributes of Biopharmaceuticals 

Each biopharmaceutical has an individual set of attributes that are critical to safeguard the 

desired product quality. These critical quality attributes (CQAs) are defined early on in the product 

lifecycle and may be associated with any property (e.g. physical, chemical, biological, 

immunological etc. etc.) of the final drug. A manufacturer is defining a set of attributes and claims 

and supports these with appropriate test method results before submitting these to the 

regulatory authorities. [11,12] Further, CQAs are constantly reviewed as the development of the 

product progresses if they still cover all aspects and meet the need to control the product quality 

comprehensively.  
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CQAs can be classified into various categories depending on the nature of the drug product, the 

manufacturing process, and other factors. According to Geigert [13] there are eight major classes: 

Appearance, Identity, Purity, Potency, Quantity, Adventitious Agent Safety, General and Device 

Functionality. Typical categories (excluding device functionality) and some related examples are 

shown in Figure 2. Variation in the chemical properties which are linked to a CQA may affect the 

drug's stability, resulting in changes in therapeutic potency. For example, if the drug's efficacy 

decreases too much due to instability over time, the patient may not receive the anticipated 

therapeutic benefit. Other modifications may also have an impact on the drug's safety. Impurities 

or contaminants may have toxic side effects on the patient's health if they are introduced.  

This work focusses on analytical test methods that address CQAs related to purity and identity. 

Identity testing is used to ensure that the active ingredient and drug product are what they are 

claimed to be and that they meet the specifications for the intended product. Modern biopharma 

manufacturing relies on global production networks which include significant logistical efforts. 

Identity testing ensures the use of the anticipated material for production, i.e. prevents mix-up 

of products and is thus crucial for product quality and patient safety. [14] The identity of a 

biopharmaceutical is defined via unique properties that are specific to the active ingredient or 

product. The sequence of the protein or nucleic acid (NA), post-translational modifications (PTM), 

glycosylation patterns, and other physicochemical properties are typical examples of these 

properties. [13] Purity refers to the proportion of the active ingredient in the product compared 

to related substances and/or impurities, e.g. caused by degradation or compounds that were 

incorporated during manufacturing. A biopharmaceutical product's purity is critical because 

impurities or other compounds in the product can have a negative impact on its safety, efficacy, 

and tolerability. A prominent example is represented by mAb aggregation which are of 

heightened interest to the health authorities due to their ability to cause strong cytokine and co-

stimulatory signals. [15,16] The higher the purity of the product, the lower the risk of side effects 

or other adverse events. [13] There is a broad variety of impurities that can be part of a drug 

product. Generally, they can be categorized in two categories: process-related and product-

related. [17]  
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• Fragmentation 

• Chemical modifications 

Identity 

Figure 2: Categories of typical CQAs 
for Biopharmaceuticals according to 
Geigert [12]. 
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1.2.1 Quality attributes of protein pharmaceuticals 

As the name suggests, process-related impurities are derived from the cell culture and 

purification process and may include chemicals used in the media for active pharmaceutical 

ingredient (API) production such as antibiotics, processing agents from purification or impurities 

introduced during filling and packaging. [18] Host cell-related contaminants are typical process 

related impurities and represent proteins as well as DNA of the host organism that are 

unintentionally released e.g. into the cell culture medium. Although the medium or cell lysate 

may contain thousands of proteins or nucleic acids, subsequent purification steps will significantly 

reduce the number of host cell contaminants during the process. Nevertheless, even impurities 

present in the ppm range can have significant impacts on the product. An example are lipases 

which can degrade polysorbate a prominent surfactant. [19] At such low levels further reduction 

of impurities is difficult and standard analytical techniques often reach their limits, so special 

workarounds need to be found. These low level components may additionally cause direct side 

effects to the patients as pyrogenics or they may interact with the API or the formulation and 

therefore limit stability and effectiveness. [18]  

Due to the complex manufacturing process in living cells, biopharmaceuticals are often 

heterogenous and contain various slight variations of the API. In addition, all these variants can 

undergo various biochemical and physical degradation processes. Proteins are vulnerable to a 

number of chemical degradation pathways, such as fragmentation, deamidation, isomerization, 

oxidation, deglycosylation, glycation, and cross-linking (Figure 3; Figure 4). [20] These PTMs have 

the potential to alter the biological activity of the therapeutic agent, cause immunogenicity, and 

promote further degradation. Gao et al. reported that oxidation of a single methionine amino 

acid in the Fc region of mAbs (Met252 or Met428) can affect binding to the neonatal Fc receptor, 

thereby decreasing the antibody's half-life. [21] Hydrophobicity, charge heterogeneity, and 

conformational changes caused by chemical modifications to amino acid residues can all result in 

the therapeutic's physical instability. Deamidation, for example, can cause a change in a product's 

charge distribution, which can result in aggregation of a drug product at low pH. [22] Oxidation 

of Met and Trp can cause local conformational changes in the tertiary structure, promoting 

aggregation. [23] Although the peptide bond is stable under most conditions, several factors 

including pH, solvent, temperature, intensity of light exposure, and excipients may accelerate 

fragmentation. For mAbs several prominent cleavage sites were identified which are prone to 

hydrolysis and should be taken into account when designing the formulation. [24] Because of 

their low dissociation energy compared to C-H and C-C bonds, disulfides participate in a variety 

of modification processes such as fragmentation, oligomerization, aggregation, disulfide  
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A) Fragmentation => size variants 

 

B) Deamidation => charge variants

 

C) Pyroglutamic acid formation => charge variants 

 

D) Trp oxidation => hydrophobic variants  

 

E) Met oxidation => hydrophobic variants 

 

F) Maillard reaction/Glycation => Glycosylation pattern 

 

Figure 3: Post-translational modifications of proteins that affect a single amino acid. 
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A) Disulfide Exchange => hydrophobic or charge variants 

 

B) Oligomerization => size variants

 

C) Denaturation => hydrophobic or charge variants 

 

D) Aggregation => size variants; particles

 

Figure 4: Changes in the higher order structure of protein biopharmaceuticals. 

 

cleavage and disulfide bond exchange. [25] For instance, in trastuzumab, one of the early anti-

cancer antibody-based drugs, the loss of a single disulfide bond can lead to a significant loss in 

anti-tumor efficacy. [26] In general, chemical changes can cause physical instabilities, which in 

turn can cause chemical changes in amino acid residues, demonstrating that the two phenomena 

are inextricably linked.  
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1.2.2 Quality attributes of nucleic acid pharmaceuticals 

The picture is similar for therapeutics containing nucleic acids (NAs): Chemical modifications have 

the potential to greatly impact the efficacy of the drug. However, the molecular environment of 

these biopharmaceuticals is very diverse, ranging from oligonucleotides that are manufactured 

by chemical synthesis over plasmids to mRNA, which are produced biotechnologically. 

Additionally, NAs might be administered on their own or, more often, with a delivery system such 

as Lipid Nano Particles (LNPs) or viral vectors. [27] 

All these variables lead to very different process-related and product-related contaminations. For 

example mRNA is not produced in cells [28] and thus there is no problem of host-cell impurities, 

while DNA plasmids are manufactured in bacteria [29] which can pose a great risk for 

immunogenicity. However, the most challenging class of NA therapeutics are those that 

incorporate a viral vector which consists out of proteins, potentially lipids and NA. In this case, all 

problems that might occur with protein therapeutics (vide supra) need to be considered in 

addition to specific NA impurities. The field of NA modifications has been extensively researched 

in the context of ageing and cancer research. [30-32] By this, a large variety of chemical 

modifications was discovered which probably play an important role for stability of NA 

therapeutics, too (Figure 5). [33] However, the application of this knowledge on actual drug 

products is currently at a very early stage and it is not yet completely clear which effects play 

superior roles for quality control. Similarly to proteins, NAs are vulnerable to a number of 

chemical degradation pathways that result in modifications, such as fragmentation, deamination, 

oxidation, depurination, and changes in the secondary/tertiary structure. Oxidation can happen 

in all five natural bases but is most often observed at guanosine sites. [34] The formation of 8-

Oxo-2'-deoxyguanosine is linked to increased oxidative stress in vivo and ultimately with various 

diseases. Modified guanosine can not only form hydrogen bridges with cytosine but also with 

adenine, causing mutations and is additionally prone to further oxidation. [35]  

DNA Methylation is an in vivo mechanism to regulate protein expression. Adenine and Cytosine 

can be methylated, with cytosine methylation being more widespread. Methylation is not a 

“modification” per se but represents the characteristics of the production process. Typically, 

methylated DNA acts to repress transcription and can thus be critical for efficacy of DNA 

therapeutics. [36] On the other hand, hypomethylation can pose risks of immunogenicity. The 

ability of the vertebrate immune system to identify the presence of bacterial DNA is based on   
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A) Oxidation: Guanosine to 8-Oxo-2'-deoxyguanosine 

 

 

 

 

B) Methylation: Cytosine to 5-Methylcytosine 

 

 

 

 

C) Deamination: 5-Methylcytosine to Thymine 

 

 

 

 

D) Depurination: apurinic sites 

 

 

 

 

E) Fragmentation 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Common chemical modifications of nucleic acids. 
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the identification of so-called CpG motifs, which are unmethylated cytosine-guanosine 

dinucleotides contained inside a certain pattern of surrounding bases. [37] A recent study has 

shown that DNA packaged in adeno associated viruses has little to no methylation in the CpG 

motifs [38] and thus leads to immune activation. [39] These examples demonstrate that DNA 

methylation needs to be closely monitored and fine-tuned on a case-to-case basis to balance 

transcription repression and immunogenicity.  

Deamination of (methyl) cytosine is another commonly described reaction of NAs. It has the 

potential to transform cytosine to uracil and methylcytosine to thymine and thus significantly 

alter the genetic information. The spontaneous reaction is reported to be very slow for single 

stranded NAs with a half-time of approx. 200 years and ca. 140 times slower for double stranded 

DNA at 37 °C at pH 7.4. [40] However, certain conditions like high pH or temperature significantly 

increase the reaction speed so this variant might be of concern in some NA therapeutics. 

Depurination and depyrimidination are both spontaneous hydrolytic reactions which bring the 

risk of mutagenesis and represent the most abundant endogenic DNA damage. [33] The reaction 

is generally faster for purines and single strands and favors acidic conditions with a half time of 

around 200 h at pH 2.5. [41] It is one major limitation in oligonucleotide synthesis, since in the 

solid state synthesis an acidic reaction step is necessary. As an additional concern, the resulting 

free ribose sugar is very reactive and may lead to fragmentation. A study from Calabretta and 

colleagues found that the effect of oxidation and abasic sites is strongly impacting ribosomal 

translation of mRNA. [42] While oxidation was classified as a less severe lesion that leads to a 

mixture of truncated and full-length polypeptides, abasic sites interrupted the translation process 

in total. As with protein biopharmaceuticals small chemical changes can impact the overall 

structure of the whole NA and thus lead to reduced safety and efficacy of the drug product. 

1.3 Selection of analytical test methods to cover quality attributes 

The simplest technique to verify certain critical quality attributes (CQAs), such as the purity and 

appearance of pharmaceutical items, is through visual inspection. This includes, for example, 

deviation from the expected color of the product but also the detection of particles in the product 

that may be caused by impurities, aggregation or suspended particles. The integrity of the 

packaging and fill level of the product can also be inspected in this way. Possible damage, such as 

cracks, breaks or leaks, can affect the sterility or stability of the product. [43] Some general 

chemical properties that are the underlying of CQAs can be determined with abundant laboratory 

equipment such as pH meters or UV-photometers. Yet, for the vast majority of quality attributes, 

specialist equipment is required. Analytical methods can be classified based on their separation 
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principles (see Figure 6) and this chapter aims to give an overview on the analytical toolbox that 

is used to address the previously described CQAs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Classification of prominent analytical techniques based on their separation principle 
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1.3.1 Spectroscopic techniques 

Spectroscopy refers to a class of physical methods that monitor the interaction between 

electromagnetic radiation and matter. The range of electromagnetic radiation wavelengths that 

each individual spectroscopic technique can use, serves as the primary defining characteristic 

between various approaches. [44] Generally, these interactions occur through the initial 

absorption of a portion of the incoming electromagnetic radiation. Fluorescence allows for the 

reemission of this absorbed electromagnetic radiation at different wavelengths which is detected 

by spectroscopy. Even though spectroscopy is a large field that encompasses numerous methods, 

biopharmaceutical scientists are typically interested in techniques that make measurements in 

the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS), infrared (IR), and radio wave regions of the electromagnetic 

spectrum. [44] These spectroscopic techniques have the capacity to offer details regarding the 

physicochemical surroundings of each of the functional groups that engage in electromagnetic 

radiation interaction. Because the physicochemical environment of these groups is likewise 

affected by the biopharmaceutical's folding state, spectroscopic approaches can offer indirect 

information when the structure of a biopharmaceutical changes. UV/VIS and fluorescence 

spectroscopy use electromagnetic radiation in the UV/VIS range (190-700 nm), whereas Fourier-

transform IR (FTIR) spectroscopy uses electromagnetic radiation in the range of 0.7 µm to 1000 

µm with 2.5 µm to 15 µm being the most frequently used range. [45] 

UV/VIS spectroscopy is utilized in biopharmaceutical development for a variety of purposes. On 

the one hand, it may be used to characterize proteins and NAs. To this end, characteristic 

absorption bands are monitored, allowing judgments about the composition and structure of the 

molecules to be derived. One example would be the hypochromic effect, which can be used to 

distinguish between single-stranded and double-stranded DNA and thus determine melting 

temperatures by measuring absorbance at 260 nm at varying temperatures. [46] Purification 

procedures can also be monitored. The quotient of absorbance at 260 and 280 nm, for example, 

can be used to make inferences about the purity of the protein or NA and confirm that there are 

no contaminants. [47] Nevertheless, the most abundant use is the quantification of API 

concentrations. [48] The most precise approach uses a direct absorbance measurement for the 

intrinsic chromophores in the UV-range, but colorimetric variations like the Bradford protein 

assay may be useful in case of nucleic acid contaminations or proteins with no aromatic residues. 

[49] Given the simplicity, speed and reliability of UV/VIS spectroscopy, it is performed almost 

exclusively to determine the drug concentration. Moreover, UV/Vis spectroscopy serves as the 

foundation for detectors used in chromatographic and electrophoretic techniques, allowing the 
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separation and quantification of substances in a sample based on their absorption, e.g. at 280 nm 

for mAbs or at 260 nm for NAs. 

When light of a specific wavelength is absorbed during fluorescence emission spectroscopy, an 

electron moves from its ground state to its excited state. Energy is lost as the electron returns to 

its ground state, and the system emits light with a longer wavelength and lower energy. 

Fluorescent molecules typically have aromatic groups, which in the case of biopharmaceuticals 

include aromatic amino acids and nucleobases. [45] In addition, the physicochemical behavior of 

the fluorophore is extremely sensitive to its physicochemical environment. In general, aromatic 

amino acids, due to their higher hydrophobicity, exhibit a propensity to be integrated into the 

central region of a protein, thereby reducing their exposure to the surrounding solvent. It is 

commonly observed that the intrinsic fluorescence of a protein tends to exhibit a red-shift during 

the process of unfolding. However, it is also possible to observe a blue-shift in some cases. [50] 

For instance, a deeply embedded tryptophan exhibits an emission peak at approximately 330 nm, 

whereas a tryptophan that is prominently exposed to the surrounding solvent on the protein's 

surface, displays an emission peak in the range of 340-350 nm. The process of protein unfolding, 

such as through the use of a denaturant, leads to an increased exposure of these residues to the 

surrounding solvent. [50] As for UV/Vis spectroscopy, the use as detection system for 

chromatographic or electrophoretic systems is of utmost importance. [51] Many biomedical 

substances have intrinsic fluorescence but also reactive groups can be used to couple strong 

fluorophores. For DNA intercalating dyes are widely employed for this purpose, [52] while for 

proteins typically covalent reactions e.g. at a Lysine residue are performed. [53] Derivatization 

improves analytical sensitivity significantly when compared to UV/Vis detection but may add a 

bias due to selective accessibility of the used dye to the analyte. [54] 

The absorption of electromagnetic radiation in FTIR spectroscopy is related to the vibrational 

properties of the amide bond in the polypeptide backbone. By this, the amide groups in the 

polypeptide chain of the protein are assessed for their flexibility. [55] FTIR analysis is a useful tool 

for analyzing changes in a protein's secondary structure because the peptide bond is part of 

folding interactions involved in protein stabilization. The technique is thus employed in stability 

characterization studies [56] as well as in process controls during manufacturing [57]. However, 

the hyphenation of FTIR with CE and LC is difficult, though technically possible, due to absorption 

of water that is present in the mobile phase or background electrolyte. [58] 
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1.3.2 Hydrodynamic techniques 

Methods that study the hydrodynamic properties of biopharmaceuticals are mainly used to 

investigate the quaternary structure and thus aggregation. Global properties are studied by 

monitoring the movement or transport of the molecule through a fluid medium in response to a 

driving force. [44] 

In dynamic light scattering (DLS), this force is the thermal kinetic energy of an analyte that leads 

to Brownian motion. Light is scattered in all directions when it encounters tiny particles or 

macromolecules in suspension or solution (Rayleigh scattering). When coherent, monochromatic 

laser light is employed, interference causes slight variations in the scattering intensity because 

Brownian molecular motion constantly alters the distances between the scattering sites. [59] By 

recording these fluctuations on a time scale, information is thus obtained about the speed at 

which the particles move in solution. This can be used, in turn, to calculate a diffusion coefficient, 

from which the hydrodynamic radius can be determined according to the Stokes-Einstein 

relationship. [60] DLS thus provides size distribution plots which is particularly useful for the 

control of aggregation and particle formation. In the majority of contemporary instruments, the 

detection process can occur simultaneously at multiple angles through either an array of 

detectors positioned at predetermined angular locations or a single photodetector capable of 

adjusting its angle. This method is thus called multi-angle light scattering (MALS). [61] A major 

advantage of MALS is that it is independent of the sample, meaning it can be used without prior 

knowledge of the sample or the specific molecular structure. MALS can be used with a variety of 

biopharmaceuticals, such as proteins and antibodies (including chemically modifications like 

PEGylation) NAs, and liposomes, even up to nanoparticles, because it does not require for labeling 

or sample modification for this testing. Another advantage of MALS is that it provides the ability 

to obtain additional information about the composition and conformation of the sample. [59] By 

combining MALS with other techniques such as Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) or other 

chromatographic methods, information on the relative composition and conformation of 

biomolecules can be obtained. [62] However, the DLS and MALS technique also have some 

disadvantages. One point is the limited resolution as related molecules (such as monomers and 

dimers) cannot be resolved in batch mode. Additionally, the technique is prone to error and 

artifacts if not handled by an expert analyst as it can be affected by impurities, turbidity, streaks 

or air bubbles. [63] In modern devices, results are displayed after complex software processing, 

which can be a source of ambiguity when the fitting process is not closely monitored. 
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Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) is a technique that integrates an ultracentrifuge with optical 

monitoring systems. By utilizing specialized instrumentation and adjusting measurement 

variables, various types of experiments can be conducted. The most frequently conducted AUC 

experiments involve sedimentation velocity (SV) and sedimentation equilibrium. Among these, 

the SV mode is considered the most significant. In SV-AUC the movement of the analyte is induced 

by a strong centrifugal field (typically above 100 000 g) and tracked by an UV, interference or 

fluorescence detector. [64] Such experiments reveal information about a broad range of 

biopharmaceuticals regarding size and shape, sample purity and oligomerization or aggregation 

states. [65] In most cases the sample can remain in its native environment, potentially even 

regarding concentration, and no sample preparation might be required. By adjusting the 

centrifugation speed a broad size range from single kilodaltons to gigadaltons can be covered. 

[66]. While this technique was historically the gold standard for biomolecule analysis, today it is 

mainly used for characterization purposes and as an orthogonal approach to confirm results from 

other approaches. This is mainly because of relatively large sample consumption (>100 uL), low 

throughput and high labor and data processing requirements. [44] However, in addition to purity 

analysis, AUC is also one of the few techniques that can be used to determine the content ratio 

of viral vectors which is part of the “quantity” CQAs (Figure 2). For a variety of recombinant viruses 

like the rAAV a majority of produced viral particles does not contain the genome and thus the 

ratio of empty/genome containing particles has to be determined as quality measure. [67]  

1.3.3 Imaging techniques 

Parenteral medications may contain intrinsic, extrinsic and inherent particles from a variety of 

sources, including fibers, glass, rubber, metal, or silicone oil droplets produced by packing and 

storage materials. [68] Yet, due to the API's tendency to aggregate, especially with increasing 

concentration in solution, the biophysical characteristics of a protein biopharmaceutical cause a 

special inherent problem of particle formation. The additional source of particle formation from 

the API itself and the accelerating effect of foreign material, which may enhance particle 

formation, exacerbates the property of protein-based biopharmaceuticals to cause immunogenic 

effects. [69] As a result, for biopharmaceuticals, the existence of particles is considerably more 

important than for small molecule pharmaceuticals. Particles are very diverse and can vary in size 

over six magnitudes, from nanometers to millimeters. [70] Visible particles (>100 µM) are often 

assessed through direct physical inspection. [71] For subvisible particles, a classical light 

microscope that uses the visible light spectrum is able to visualize particles larger than 400 nm. 

This approach may be used for particle quantification, but is rather low throughput, gives little 

information on the kind of particles and results are dependent on user training. [72] For this 
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reason, subvisible particles are typically detected by particle counters. These devices have a flow 

cell with controlled media flow and use light scattering detectors for particles smaller than 1 µm 

or light blocking/obscuration for larger particles. [73] The light obscuration particle represents a 

standard method for the analysis of clinical and commercial injectable pharmaceuticals. This test 

is founded on the principle of light blockage and enables an automated determination of particle 

size and the quantity of particles based on their respective sizes. [71] More modern instruments 

combine a microscope with a flow cell and are thus able to directly image particles with a high 

definition, high magnification camera. Subsequent data processing can help distinguish different 

classes of particles and diminish user variability. [74] 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) visualizes objects by using electrons rather than light. 

The electron beam is sent through a vacuum tube onto the target being studied. It is refracted 

and dispersed as it travels through the item, and thus carries information about the structure of 

the sample. Specimens must be fixated during this process to generate a clear image. The electron 

beam is then captured by a detector and converted into an electrical signal, resulting in a detailed 

image. [73] Electron microscopes (EM) can visualize objects with nanometer resolution, through 

the significantly lower wavelength of electrons compared to visual light. Biological samples may 

be cooled down very quickly in order to achieve fixation (Cryo-EM). This approach brings the 

benefit, that the sample can be imaged in its actual environment. Cryo-EM is an established 

technique for structure elucidation of biomacromolecules that reaches a resolution in the 

Ångström region. This is achieved by combining information of thousands of pictures with short 

exposure times of a molecule in a statistical model. [75] The problem of limited exposure time 

can be circumvented by negative staining. The analyzed objects are embedded in an amorphous 

substance such as uranyl acetate with a high scattering power in this procedure. Consequently, 

images of objects with great contrast can be obtained even when they are hardly apparent in 

standard preparations. [76]. This method has been demonstrated to provide detailed information 

on aggregate microstructure and to provide insights into the conformational integrity of the 

component proteins. [77] Despite its unique features and advantages regarding information 

delivery on molecular level, TEM suffers significant drawbacks. The instrumentation is expensive, 

the technique is low-throughput [78] and even though automation is possible, quantification 

remains challenging. [79] For this reason, it remains a niche method for late-stage protein 

biopharmaceutical characterization. A drawback of Cryo-EM technique is, that the strong energy 

of the electron beam damages the sample over time limiting the contrast on a specific molecule. 

[80] These drawbacks of low-throughput and high instrumentation cost thus limit routine use of 

this technique in practice. Historically, electron microscopy was a technique that was widely 
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employed to study a certain class of particles that could not be detected with light microscopes: 

viruses. With the emergence of viral vectors for C&GT the unique feature of providing direct visual 

information of size, shape, and aggregation of the vectors once again proofs to be of high value. 

The very first description of negative staining in 1959 mentions “ghost” particles of turnip yellow 

mosaic virus which do not contain NAs. [76] These empty viral capsids are now considered a CQA 

in modern gene therapy products. Consequently, negative stain TEM has been described as the 

gold standard for the determination of the full/empty ratio [81] and there are attempts to offer 

a fully automated data interpretation without tedious counting. The technique is also employed 

alongside Cryo-EM to monitor morphology of LNPs. [82,83] However, the contrast can be difficult 

to interpret for partially filled capsids and no information can be gained on wrongly filled particles. 

[84] 

1.3.4 Mass spectrometry techniques 

Mass spectrometers operate by transferring molecules from a gas or condensed phase into a 

vacuum, ionizing them, and then transporting them with the help of electromagnetic fields. This 

allows to evaluate the abundance of ionic species based on their mass to charge ratio (m/z). [85] 

The most frequent approach for the generation of biomolecular ions from solutions is 

electrospray ionization (ESI). The analyte in solution is brought to the ESI source via a thin 

capillary, making this ionization approach easy to connect with liquid chromatography (LC) or 

capillary electrophoresis (CE). [86] When a strong electrostatic potential is applied to the tip of 

the capillary, a thin jet of charged liquid is created. Dispersion of this jet generates charged 

aerosol particles, which evaporate a significant amount of solvent and thus raise the droplet 

surface charge over the so-called Rayleigh limit. [85] Whenever the droplets have reached the 

Rayleigh limit, they begin to disintegrate, which results in the formation of smaller charged 

droplets. During numerous iterations of this process on increasingly smaller levels, the analyte 

molecules are finally released from the droplets. This results in the generation of ions that, 

depending on their dimensions, may hold several charges simultaneously. [86] The capacity of 

mass spectrometers to categorize ions according to their m/z values is founded on the distinctive 

impact of electric and magnetic fields on the mobility of ions in vacuum in a mass analyzer. In 

practice, this is accomplished by using a mix of electrostatic and electrodynamic fields (ion traps 

and quadrupoles), electrostatic fields (time of flight /TOF MS), or static magnetic field (ion 

cyclotron resonance /ICR MS). [86] As an ion passes by or strikes a surface, a detector records 

either the charge generated or the current created. [85] The examination of biomacromolecules 

may be conducted either from the bottom up or the top down. Bottom up refers to the digestion 
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of the analyte with enzymes and subsequent analysis of the peptides or oligonucleotides, while 

the top down technique corresponds to the analysis of intact biopolymers. [87] 

For native polymers, the average molecular mass is calculated in most cases. However, if the mass 

analyzer has adequate resolution, individual macromolecule isotopes may be distinguished from 

one another. Isotope resolution of smaller molecules up to 15 kDa is possible with TOF mass 

analyzers [88], while isotope resolution of bigger constructs (<150 kDa) was demonstrated with 

Fourier-transform ICR mass analyzers [89]. Since the accurate monoisotopic mass of bigger 

molecules is actually not determinable and the molecular envelope width is rather wide, the 

isotopic resolution of larger molecules provides only a modest amount of extra information above 

the average molecular mass, making the benefit of isotopic resolution for larger molecules 

debatable. So far only limited approaches have been presented for long NAs and the top-down 

analysis is mostly limited to proteins. [90,91] As a consequence of the phenomenon of multiple 

charging that occurs under ESI conditions, even the largest proteins are able to fall within the 

mass range of widely used mass analyzers, which is from m/z 500 to 4500. [86] The information 

gathered of analytes that are composed of numerous polypeptide chains, such as mAbs, may 

improve through preparation of denatured and reduced samples. This combination of tests offers 

an initial validation of the gene-derived protein sequence, indicates the structural integrity, and 

further discloses post-translational modifications. [92] 

The measurement of intact proteins does often not provide the full picture. For example, it may 

not reveal the complete amino acid sequence and has limitations in localizing PTMs. Through a 

proteolytic digestion by, e.g. trypsin or Lys-C, further structural details are revealed at the peptide 

level. [86] This method is known as bottom-up analysis or peptide mapping and often employs 

multi-dimensional-MS. A multi-dimensional mass spectrometer is a device capable of successive 

cycles of mass spectrometry, typically including some type of molecule fragmentation. [85] For 

instance, a mass analyzer can separate a single peptide from the numerous ones that enter a 

mass spectrometer. Another second mass analyzer then stabilizes the peptide ions when they 

collide with a gas, triggering their collision-induced dissociation (CID). The fragments formed by 

the peptides are then sorted by a third mass analyzer. [86] As the cleavage to peptides 

dramatically increases the sample's complexity, a high quality separation e.g. by reversed phase 

LC or capillary electrophoresis [93] is necessary before MS analysis. Through a peptide map it is 

possible to retrieve information on nearly all PTMs, including glycosylation, phosphorylation, and 

oxidation can be detected including their position and composition. [94] In addition, it is 

considered the safest approach for identity testing of proteins. Bottom-up approaches are also 

applied for NA therapeutics. NAs are only formed by four nucleotides, in contrast to proteins, 
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which are built out of 20 amino acids. This provides the issue of generating isobaric product ions 

that cannot be differentiated by MS. [95] In addition, the strong salt adduction that is often seen 

for NAs may sometimes produce ion suppression and make spectra interpretation demanding. 

Still, it remains a highly useful approach to not only detect modifications such as deamination or 

methylation but also quantify them. [96] Through its ability to analyze multiple CQAs at the same 

time it increasingly gained popularity over time and it is now also referred to as multi attribute 

monitoring. Today, it is inconceivable to submit dossiers to the regulatory authorities without 

including comprehensive MS characterization data. [97] Despite this, MS does have a few 

downsides. PTMs might be lost during digestion or CID. Hence, these methods carry with them 

the risk of losing essential information that connect with molecule function. A problem that is not 

directly caused by MS but by enzyme incompatibility is posed because of the increased stability 

of changed residues. This could limit the digestion efficiency. [98] MS devices remain relatively 

expensive and the large amount of produced data can complicate the analysis.  

1.3.5 Bio(-chemical) assays 

During biotherapeutic development, it is necessary to conduct a bioassay that is both selective 

and physiologically relevant in order to provide data on the product's potency and stability as well 

as reflect the intended mode of action. Bioassays can be costly to design, conduct, transfer, and 

maintain, which complicates the selection of a suitable technique. [99] In spite of attempts to 

adopt control measures, cell-based bioassays are naturally imprecise and often miss the accuracy 

and robustness of biophysical approaches due to their reliance on live organisms, tissues, or cells. 

The use of a strategy for the stepwise creation of bioassays is typically supported by regulators. 

In the initial stages of product development, it is often advised to begin with a binding approach, 

such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for easier implementation. Still the 

immobilization of the target and the production of a suitable detection antibody remains 

challenging. In subsequent phases, this strategy enables designing more complicated cell-based 

bioassays. [99] 

The most prevalent kind of biochemical tests are binding assays, like ELISA. It relies on the specific 

interaction between an antibody and an antigen and is thus limited to protein analytics. In the 

reaction, one of the agents has been tagged with an enzyme which causes the production of a 

colorimetric product, enabling spectrophotometric detection. [85] As a consequence, the signal 

intensity is proportional to the concentration of particular antibody and antigen. On a multiwell 

plate, the reaction may be configured in numerous ways, with the sandwich assay serving as the 

most common format for quantifying a target antigen or analyte. [100] During research, 
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production, and manufacturing, ELISA is a powerful tool for the quantification of the desired 

protein product. It is a helpful instrument for selective quantification of a desired protein from 

complex protein mixtures such as cell culture fermentation media or product pools in initial 

phases of protein extraction as well as downstream processing. This is because ELISA is highly 

selective and has mostly a low susceptibility towards matrix effects, i.e. even complex mixes do 

not need considerable sample preparation. [100] Nevertheless, it is vital to verify that the sample 

matrix is free of any buffering agents, salts, surfactants, or protein molecules that might disrupt 

the antibody–antigen reactions of the ELISA. Another application involves the quantification of 

viral capsid titer in gene therapy products. [101] In addition to quantification, ELISA is an effective 

approach for determining the presence of certain contaminants, such as aggregates [102] or host 

cell proteins [103]. Furthermore, ELISA may be used to quantify the binding that occurs between 

a therapeutic mAb and its particular target antigen, and as a result, it can serve as a 

straightforward activity test. [104] As most biochemical methods, ELISA suffers from its 

imprecision which is typically 20% relative standard deviation but can be as high as 30%. In 

addition, the development of specific antigens/antibodies can be difficult and the dynamic range 

is rather narrow. [100] 

The binding of a therapeutic mAb is only involved in the first phase of a biological event, which is 

often followed by numerous reactions like the antibody dependent cytotoxicity or complement 

dependent cytotoxicity. [105] An ELISA is not capable of providing a complete representation of 

the mode of action of biopharmaceuticals in most cases. Detection and quantification of a 

medication's mode of action and implied higher order structure, potency and efficacy are 

distinctive to cell-based bioassays and, as such, they are an anticipated component of any 

analytical bundle for a biotherapeutic. [99] Bioassays, unlike other analytical procedures, are 

typically exclusively designed individually for each combination pharmaceutical and targeted 

mode of action. Thus such assays must have a great variety depending on the detected cellular 

mechanism and respective readouts. Bioassays may assess cell proliferation, death, cytotoxicity, 

or the production of cytokines or membrane markers. [106] The very first efforts to assess 

biological activity consisted of in vivo bioassays, in which protein was delivered to animals and 

their responses were evaluated. As a result of attempts to limit animal testing, the preferred 

procedure nowadays are in vitro tests, in which cells or tissues are cultivated in the laboratory 

and utilized as responders to the test substance. [107] Typically, a cell-based bioassay process 

involves cellular proliferation in suspension or adherent cultures over multiple days/weeks. In a 

next step, various concentrations of the therapeutic of interest and a reference standard are 

added in order to activate or inhibit cellular processes in a multiwell assay format. The end-point 
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response may be noticed anywhere from several hours to several days later, depending on the 

mechanism of action. There is a huge array of readouts and detection methods that may be used 

since readouts for an experiment may be obtained from any stage of a cell activation cascade. 

[107] As an example polymerase chain reaction may be used to detect mRNA transcription or 

flowcytometry for protein expression. The selected readout, which represents the magnitude of 

the biological reaction to each concentration of the therapeutic, can be fitted into an equation 

for data analysis. [107] Assuming that a cell-based bioassay may be representative for the mode 

of action and labor- and cost-efficient, they still often need a lengthy period of operation and 

exhibit relatively significant assay variability, with cellular effects typically requiring days to 

manifest. [99] For this reason, there are attempts to simplify this crucial testing e.g. through 

reporter gene assays. [106] 

1.3.6 Molecular biology techniques for nucleic acids 

Clinicians and researchers rely heavily on polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based methodologies 

to diagnose illnesses, clone and sequence genes, and conduct advanced quantitative and genomic 

analyses with great sensitivity. [108] Recently, the technique became well known in the public 

again through its medical application for detection of SARS-CoV-2 pathogens. [109] The method 

is used to generate hundreds to millions of copies of a specific DNA sequence by amplifying a 

single or a few copies of a piece of DNA by many orders of magnitude. The PCR is based on a 

three-step cycling process: first the denaturation of double-stranded DNA, next the annealing of 

primers, and last the extension of primers by the polymerase. [110] Denaturation splits the 

complementary DNA strands kept together by hydrogen bonds in a duplex structure. Heating the 

sample to 95-100 °C is a straightforward and effective method to accomplish this. Primers 

(typically 15 nt ssRNA) are bonded to the separated DNA strands during annealing at ca. 55 °C. 

[108] Each primer is complementary to either the 5' or right 3' end of the target sequence. After 

annealing, thermostable DNA polymerase catalyzes the synthesis of complementary DNA strands 

onto the annealed primer at ca. 70 °C. [111] This process is automated in a thermocycler. With 

completion of one PCR cycle, the amount of DNA strands doubles. After up to thirty cycles, a 

single molecule of target DNA may be amplified to approx. one billion copies. For a simple analysis 

and confirmation of the PCR product qualitative detection may be sufficient, for instance using 

agarose gel electrophoresis. [110] PCR is not limited to DNA: By reverse transcribing RNA to 

complementary DNA quantification and identification of RNA is feasible, too. Quantitative or real-

time PCR (qPCR, RT-PCR) displays the amount of a DNA in a reaction chamber after each 

replication cycle. [111] Thus, qPCR permits simultaneous detection and quantification of the PCR 

product as it is being generated. Most commonly, fluorescent dyes which non-specifically 
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intercalate with dsDNA are employed. [112] Digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) is a variant of PCR in 

which the PCR reaction mixture is initially divided into nanoliter droplets containing zero, one, or 

multiple template DNAs. After the reaction cycles, individual droplets are studied based on the 

fluorescence intensity of a given droplet. [113,114] Therefore, it is possible to identify whether 

one or multiple target molecules were present in the droplet prior to the initiation of heat cycles. 

The method has the benefit of direct and self-reliant measurement of DNA without standard 

curves, resulting in more exact, repeatable and sensitive results compared to qPCR. [113] 

In the biopharma industry, qPCR is a routine test technique for quantification of DNA. For protein 

formulations, it can be employed to find traces of host cell DNA impurities. [115] PCR is the gold 

standard for the identification and quantification of NAs in therapeutics comprising longer NAs 

like viral vectors or LNPs. [116-118] It remains unrivaled in terms of sensitivity, since, theoretically, 

it can identify a single target molecule. On the other hand, the possibility of cross-contamination 

with amplifiable DNA may make this high sensitivity problematic. [118] In addition, only a tiny 

portion of the NA gets detected in practice. When just one set of primers is employed, this may 

lead to inconsistent findings. 

In 2003 the human genome project was declared being complete. This enormous development 

included sequencing all of the roughly three billion base pairs of DNA that comprise the human 

genome and is considered the largest single undertaking in the history of biological science. [119] 

The project took thirteen years to complete costing more than five billion dollars. [120] Since 

then, remarkable advances in DNA sequencing technology have been accomplished. Nowadays, 

a human genome can be sequenced for a few thousand dollars with a one-day turnaround time. 

[121] While the term “next generation” sequencing (NGS) is frequently used it may be misleading 

as today the literature describes up to four generations of different techniques. [122] For the sake 

of clarity the term, high throughput sequencing (HTS) will be used. One of the most widely used 

methods is called Illumina sequencing and is often counted as part of the second generation 

sequencing. In this technique, the genetic material is fragmented randomly into approx. 300-

500 bp reads. Each end is ligated with an appropriate adaptor and utilized as a substrate for the 

repeated amplification synthesis process. This sample preparation is also referred to as library 

generation. [123] A glass slide containing oligonucleotide sequences corresponding to a ligated 

adaptor is used to carry out the sequencing. Oligonucleotides on the slide are arranged in a way 

that successive cycles of DNA amplification result in the formation of clonal "clusters" containing 

about 1000 copies of a fragment. [122] When putting the library into the flow-cell, the dsDNA 

fragments are denatured into ssDNA molecules. As soon as they are placed on the flow cell, they 

hybridize to the oligonucleotides that are located on the surface of the chamber. These oligo 
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nucleotides serve as primers and are utilized to produce an initial copy of the specific DNA 

fragment. [124] The original library fragments are discarded, and their copies that are connected 

to the flow cell are used in an isothermal amplification process in order to build a cluster of 

equivalent template molecules. At 60 °C, this PCR is accomplished by cyclic alternations of three 

specialized buffers that facilitate the denaturation, annealing, and extension phases. [124] 

Throughout these operations, the 3′ end of the replicated library molecules have the chance to 

hybridize with the complementary oligonucleotides on the flow cell, therefore producing a bridge 

structure. For this reason this technique is often referred to as bridge amplification. [122] Using 

the cleaving site in the surface oligo, one strand of the dsDNA fragments is removed in the last 

step, releasing the “bridge”. Bridge amplification is an inefficient technique for clonal 

amplification, since 35 amplification cycles only generate 1,000 copies of the original molecule. 

[124] Nevertheless, every glass slide can accommodate millions of cluster reactions 

simultaneously, which is the foundation of the speed of this approach. Across the course of the 

synthesis steps, proprietary modified nucleotides are inserted into the growing DNA chain. These 

nucleotides correspond to all four bases and are each tagged with a distinct fluorescent label 

which serves for detection as soon the base is incorporated. [122] In addition to this, the 

nucleotides carry out the role of synthesis terminators for each reaction, which, once detected, 

are released to allow the subsequent cycle of synthesis to take place. At least 300 rounds of the 

elongation reactions are performed, with one round lasting 10-60 min depending on the device. 

[124] The vast information gathered from millions of clusters is matched through overlaps in the 

first readings and sorted into the entire DNA sequence by sophisticated data processing systems. 

Sequencing is a very powerful technique for the development of biopharmaceuticals, especially 

in the early research. It can be used in nearly all fields such as target identification, biomarker 

discovery or study of genetic variations. [125] Moreover, HTS is a fundamental component of 

personalized medicine, which takes into consideration the patient's surroundings and habits, 

medication history, and their entire genome. [126] It has been reported to rapidly and precisely 

filter host sequences and categorize viral readings for the identification of host DNA contaminants 

and the protection against adventitious agent safety. [127,128] This aspect is of special interest 

for viral therapeutics, since the DS is a virus itself and reversion mutants are a major concern. 

Through its holistic approach it is a good choice to verify identity of NA therapeutics with longer 

sequences, which cannot be targeted with MS, and can also track down unknown impurities. 

[129] HTS remains expensive in routine use due its complexity and the need for specialized staff. 

[118,130] Moreover, the library preparation is complicated and can add biases and the steadily 

changing sequencing instrumentation makes the definition of standards for QC use difficult.  
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Considering the rapid advancements of sequencing during the past twenty years, it can be 

assumed, that the importance of HTS will steadily increase through innovation and cost reduction.  

1.3.6 Chromatographic methods  

Most liquid-chromatography techniques exploit direct enthalpy interactions that engage bonding 

interactions between the chemical groups on the surface of a biopharmaceutical and the 

stationary phase of the chromatographic material under certain solution conditions. [44] 

Historically this chromatography was performed at atmospheric pressure in glass columns. 

However, modern devices employ high pressure (>3 MPa) and thus carry the name high 

pressure/performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). [85] One type of chromatography which is 

highly relevant to the biopharmaceutical industry is not reliant on enthalpic interactions: size 

exclusion chromatography (SEC). As a chromatographic technique, SEC separates 

biomacromolecules based on their hydrodynamic volume in solution. Separation, like in other 

chromatographic modes, is accomplished by a partitioning process. In SEC, the stationary phase 

is the liquid located within the pores of chromatographic particles and it shares the same chemical 

composition as the mobile phase. [85] The access to the stationary phase is carefully controlled 

by the pore structure of the chromatographic beads or particles. In contrast to other modes, SEC's 

separation process is based on entropic factors and the presence of enthalpic interactions is 

considered deleterious. [131] A large molecule that cannot enter any of the smaller pores can 

only enter the interparticle volume and elutes early after this volume of mobile phase has 

migrated through the column. On the other hand, if a small particle is able to penetrate each part 

of the stationary phase pore system, it has to pass a volume equal to the sum of the pore volume 

and the interparticle volume. This small molecule elutes after it has permeated approximately 

double the volume of the large molecule and thus will be detected at the end of a run. [132] The 

retention mechanism provides general benefits to this technique. The entire sample is eluted 

within one column volume, based on its hydrodynamic size, and (optimally) no analyte is 

remaining. [133] Taking into account suitable mobile phase conditions, there is low potential for 

conformational alterations since the separated molecules should not interfere with a surface, e.g. 

the stationary phase. For this reason, this approach is exceedingly mild and protects the function 

of biomolecules very well. [85] However, since only substances with molecular sizes between two 

rather narrow thresholds may be separated on a given column, SEC has a modest peak capacity. 

As a result, it is a poor resolution method, giving at most 6-8 peaks and needing a 1.5 to 2 fold 

difference in molecular weight for resolution. [133] SEC's biggest applicability in the industry is its 

capacity to analyze the degree of aggregation i.e., high molecular weight species, HMW. It can 

typically monitor aggregation with an estimated limit of quantification (LOQ) of 0.1% to 0.5% total 
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aggregation, whereas AUC is in the 2% range. [134] While SEC represents the standard method 

for HMW analysis, the nature of these apparent aggregates should be interpreted with care. 

Possible causes of SEC data misinterpretation include inherent fragment heterogeneity, 

interactions between the analyte and/or its variant forms with the chromatographic material, and 

HMW contaminants from excipients. Moreover, HMWs can be diluted during the injection 

process and can then dissociate during separation. [44] 

Apart from SEC, chromatography is a technology for investigating a biopharmaceutical's unique 

surface chemical topology in terms of its interactions with the chromatographic surface in a 

specific solution. [44] Normal phase (NP) chromatography is commonly used for adsorption 

chromatographic separations where the stationary phase is more polar than the mobile phase. 

Silica gels with spherical or irregular shapes feature free silanol groups and adsorptive 

characteristics due to aluminum and oxygen ions on their surface. [85] Sample molecules with 

free electron pairs, functional groups, or double bonds can form hydrogen bonds, dipole-dipole 

interactions, induced dipoles, and complex bonds with these adsorbents. Adsorption columns are 

typically eluted with strongly nonpolar liquids (hexane, isooctane). [133] Because these 

compounds have considerable impacts on biopolymers, NP columns are rarely employed except 

in hydrocarbon analysis. [85] The surface silanol groups of silica gels can be chemically altered 

with different polar or hydrophobic functional groups to vary the interaction mode. The reverse 

phase (RP-)HPLC stationary phase is created by reacting silanes that have been substituted with 

long-chain hydrocarbons with silica gel. Thus, the polar surface of the silica gel particles has been 

covered with a non-polar layer of alkanes, “reversing” the polarity. [135] In the characterization 

of biopharmaceuticals, RP-LC is used at various levels for protein biopharmaceuticals with mobile 

phases that often mix water or buffer and acetonitrile with e.g. trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) as typical 

additive. Separation relies on solvophobic and electrostatic interactions, the latter being directed 

by the pH of the mobile phase and ion pairing interactions of TFA with basic side chains. [85] 

Changing the polarity of the mobile phase by increasing concentrations of organic solvent thus 

leads to elution of the analyte. Temperature is frequently utilized as an additional variable to cope 

with the slow diffusion of proteins in liquids, which may result in large peaks. The method is able 

to detect various PTMs such as Met-oxidation, fragmentation, deamidation and glycosylation. 

[92] RP-LC outperforms most chromatographic modes in terms of efficiency and its robustness 

makes it suitable for usage in a routine environment. It is the most coupled mode with MS, which 

makes it essential for characterization purposes. [86] The main limitation is the use of relatively 

harsh parameters (organic solvents; high temperature and acidic conditions) which not only 

denature the protein but can also induce fragmentation/clipping as artifacts. [136] 
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Ion pair (IP)-RP-HPLC is frequently employed to separate NAs by size. By adding counterions to 

the mobile phase the analyte forms ion pairs with them. Resulting ion pairs are neutrally charged 

and are separated by hydrophobic interactions with the reversed phase and liquid-liquid 

chromatographic partitioning processes. [85] Furthermore, the hydrophobicity of the bases in the 

sequence is a second important element that impacts separation. [137] Triethylamine (TEA) forms 

a cation in acidic mobile phases and is commonly  utilized as a DNA counterion. As the number of 

phosphodiesters increases with NA length, more counterions bind, resulting in longer molecules 

eluting later. [138] The technique is widely used for purity analysis of short, synthetic 

oligonucleotides, as it can also achieve a certain degree of sequence specific resolution between 

two NAs of the same length. [139] Nevertheless, resolution decreases rapidly beyond 1000 

nucleotides, which is one of the main limitations of this approach. 

Hydrophobic interactions with the stationary phase describe the core separation process 

mechanism in both, RP-LC and hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC). The main 

difference in HIC is, stationary phases with a hydrophobicity that is only approximately 10% that 

of RP materials. Wide-pore hydrophilic gel filtration materials bonded with weakly hydrophobic 

alkyl groups being most commonly utilized for this purpose. [85] Through high salt concentrations 

in the mobile phase, which improve protein hydrophobicity, a tight contact between stationary 

phase and the area of the protein involved in adsorption can be facilitated. Yet, the salt not only 

changes the conformational structure, but it also affects the molar concentration of water. As a 

result, water molecules are the displacing agents in this process, and proteins are desorbed by a 

fall in salt concentration which in turn reduces their hydrophobic characteristics throughout the 

gradient. [133] HIC is mainly used as an additional technique for characterization and can resolve 

small changes in hydrophobicity that may not be accessible with other techniques such as, Trp 

oxidation, carboxy terminal micro-heterogeneity, Asp isomerization and unpaired Cys. [140] 

Through the mild elution conditions HIC is also well suited for preparative purification during 

downstream processing. [141] 

Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) is a separation technique based on the use 

of polar stationary phases and organic-aqueous mobile phases. A minimal amount of water 

(around 2%) is essential to create a permanent water layer between the adsorption surface of the 

stationary phase and the organic part of the mobile phase (the eluent). [85] The separation 

mechanism of HILIC is a type of partition chromatography. Polar analytes are retained by the 

water enriched layer. Depending on the hydrophilic character of the analyte the elution time will 

thus vary. Further small increases in the water content of the eluent result in a shortening of the 

retention time of polar analytes. Thus, HILIC is a polar pendant to RP-LC and HIC. [85] A key barrier 
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in making HILIC compatible for protein separations is the dissolving solvent with a high organic 

content as this may lead to limited solubility and precipitation. [142] Nevertheless, HILIC has 

become an indispensable approach for monitoring glycans of proteins. [143] Some studies 

implemented the technique for oligonucleotides, separating analytes with up to 50 nt, but usage 

has been limited to this point. [91,144] 

In ion exchange chromatography (IEC), stationary phases are used which carry electrical charges 

on their surface. These are, for example, anionic sulfone groups or cationic alkylated amines that 

are covalently or electrostatically bonded to the ion exchange resin or gel. [85] The charges on 

the ion exchange resin are occupied by oppositely charged ions that are mobile and can be 

exchanged for other ions. Ionic sample molecules must displace the counter ions occupying the 

ion exchange sites of the matrix in order to become bound themselves. The dissociation of the 

analyte can take place through increasing the ionic strength of the mobile phase and thus by 

preferring the concurrent exchange reaction. [135] Elution can also take place by a pH gradient, 

which alters the charge of the analyte and hence reducing its overall charge and then also its 

degree of binding to the stationary phase. For biopharmaceuticals, both anion-exchange (AEX) 

and cation-exchange (CEX) modes are widely employed, with CEX being typically used for proteins 

and AEX for NAs. [133] Samples are injected onto the column at a pH and salt conditions where 

the analyte's net charge is opposite the charge of the stationary phase. Given that mAbs 

predominantly have a basic pI and are the most important class of biopharmaceuticals, CEX is the 

gold standard for monitoring PTMs that cause charge heterogeneity like deamidation or aspartate 

isomerization. [92] The technique can be used in moderate conditions, e.g. regarding mobile 

phase, column temperature, and is generally robust. It is thus utilized as a validated method 

where it is detecting charge variants as low as 0.5% accurately e.g. for release testing of 

trastuzumab. [97] Due to its mild elution conditions, high binding capacity, and moderate to high 

chromatographic resolution, it is an efficient technique for purifying structurally and functionally 

intact proteins with high yields. CEX, like other adsorption methods, does not limit the amount of 

applied sample per se, alleviating the need for previous concentration stages. Nonetheless, CEX 

has the benefit of allowing concentrated protein fractions to be produced from dilute materials 

and is thus used in the purification process of mAbs. [141] 

AEX can be used for separating NAs based on their negatively charged phosphate backbones. The 

NAs are thereby separated based on the number of their negative charges and thus their length. 

As an analytical technique it is limited to oligonucleotides since the differences in charge between 

very large NAs is too small in most cases. [91] However it has proven to be very effective for 

separation of NAs from proteins during downstream processing, either to remove host cell NA 
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from protein biopharmaceuticals [141], proteins from in vitro transcribed mRNA [145] or digested 

mRNA from DNA during plasmid purification [29]. Furthermore, AEX is used for purification of 

recombinant viruses for gene therapy products such as rAAV or lentiviral vectors. [146] 

1.3.7 Electrophoretic techniques 

Electrophoresis is one of the most extensively used techniques in molecular biology. The wide 

application as slab gel electrophoresis is unquestionably attributable to its comparatively high 

resolution in combination with user-friendliness, and minimal apparatus needs. [147] The 

fundamental concepts and processes of gel electrophoresis have not changed significantly since 

their establishment. The samples are placed onto a gel matrix and subsequently separated by the 

simultaneous effects of an electrical field, buffer ions, and the sieve-like gel. [85] When the 

electrophoresis has been completed, the separated molecules inside the gel are visualized with 

dyes, allowing qualitative or quantitative assessment. Both proteins and NAs are charged 

molecules that move in response to electric fields. Two essential physical characteristics for gel 

electrophoresis are electrophoretic mobilities and isoelectric points (pI). Analytes are influenced 

by their environments in terms of both of these properties. [147] The sieving features of gels have 

the greatest effect on migration, while pH, ionic strength and denaturants in the system are other 

variables that impact migration. Despite the fact that conventional types of electrophoresis are 

capable of resolving the elements of complicated samples, they suffer from a number of 

limitations. The analysis time, that is essentially limited by the amount of Joule heating, is 

eventually the most glaring disadvantage. Slab gels are restricted to low potential electric fields 

because they have a limited capacity for the dissipation of Joule heat. Furthermore, the entire 

procedure consists of a series of tedious, time-consuming tasks, beginning with the 

polymerization of the gel continuing through sample preparation and loading, separation in the 

electric field, and concluding with gel staining and the collection of results. Additional issues 

include moderate repeatability, especially for two-dimensional separations, variances in staining 

efficiency of different analytes, that make quantitative accuracy challenging to attain, and the 

absence of automation potential. [148] 

Utilizing capillaries as an electromigration channel for analysis of a broad range of molecules has 

various benefits over the traditional solid supports. Especially capillaries with a small diameter 

(most frequently made of fused-silica; fs) are well suited for the purpose of electrophoresis due 

to their physical features. These capillaries usually have an internal diameter (I.D.) of 10–250 µm, 

lengths of 20–100 cm, and are externally covered with a polyimide polymer which confers great 

flexibility to an otherwise extremely brittle fs capillary. [85] Because of their high surface-to-
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volume ratio, capillaries having these characteristics are capable of dissipating the Joule heat that 

is produced by strong electric fields in a very effective manner. Whereas a slab gel has a surface 

to volume ratio of 1.3, a conventional 50 cm capillary has a ratio of 80. [148] Due to this capacity 

of effectively dispersing heat, electrophoretic separations may be carried out at voltages of up to 

300,000 V [149] when the capillary exterior is temperature controlled, with commercial 

instruments often enabling 30,000 V. Employing capillaries for electrophoresis has several 

additional benefits. The narrow diameters of conventional electrophoresis capillaries give total 

column volumes in the microliter range, enabling the use of just low milliliter amounts of buffer. 

Furthermore, in accordance with a general guideline limiting analyte injection to 1% to 5% of the 

entire capillary volume, sample quantities put into the capillary are in the nanoliter range. [148] 

Consequently, only 5 µL of sample may be sufficient for multiple runs. In addition, the use of such 

low sample volumes is rather limited by sample stability or evaporation than sample consumption 

per injection.  

The basic CE equipment configuration consists of two buffer vessels coupled by a high voltage 

source. The capillary ends are submerged in the buffer solutions. One end of the capillary is 

temporarily put into the sample vessel in order to inject the analytes into the capillary using a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7: Schematic illustration of a capillary electrophoresis instrument with a laser induced fluorescence 
detector 
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variety of procedures (vide infra). In the electric field, charged molecules move to their counter 

electrode and pass through the detector in an electric field (see Figure 7). [148] Compared to 

HPLC, injection of samples into CE capillaries is more challenging since considerably lower 

quantities must be applied into a miniaturized environment. The following three injection 

procedures are favored on commercial devices. With the hydrodynamic approach, a pressure 

differential is established between the beginning and end of the capillary by applying pressure to 

the sample vessel. With increasing pressure and injection duration, more sample volume is 

administered. Similarly, by providing vacuum to the buffer vessel into which the capillary end is 

submerged, a pressure differential is generated that leads to injection of the sample. In 

electrokinetic injection, the capillary tip is put into the sample container. Short voltage intervals 

induce the injection of sample molecules. The amount injected is dependent on the voltage and 

time. [85] The detection of the samples may be carried out employing spectroscopic methods 

(UV/Vis; Fluorescence) or mass spectrometry. [147] 

The electroosmotic flow (EOF) is a separation phenomenon which is highly relevant for CE, and 

depending on the use case it may have different effects on the separation. Capillaries made of fs 

feature surface silanol groups that are neutral. Above a pH value of approx. 3, hydrogen ions are 

released upon contact with buffers, and a negatively charged surface layer is created. [85] This 

causes the formation of a static double layer by attracting positively charged ions from the 

migration buffer. At increasing distance from this layer, cations and anions organize themselves 

in a less ordered format, which is why this region is known as a diffuse layer. [150] When the 

distance from the capillary wall increases, the affinity of positive particles for silanol groups 

diminishes until a layer of a balanced electrolyte is found. This exponential decline is the cause of 

the electroosmosis effect and is characterized by the zeta potential. Due to the cohesive nature 

of the hydrogen bonds between the different layers in aqueous solutions, the whole buffer 

solution is attracted to the cathode (see Figure 8). [148] Via this electroosmotic flow, dissolved 

neutral analytes and larger and smaller or singly and multiple charged anions are also pulled to 

the cathode. This implies that under carefully chosen conditions the analysis of all species, anionic 

cationic or neutral, can be conducted within a single experiment. The EOF rises as the pH of the 

migration buffer increases. This contrasts with most HPLC modes, where continual mass transfer 

of sample molecules between the mobile and stationary phases takes place. Thus under ideal 

conditions, the analyte`s interaction with the stationary phase is perpendicular to the flow 

direction which causes retardation but also contributes to peak broadening during separation. In 

ideal CE, a mass transfer does not occur and both driving forces, the electrophoretic movement 

of molecules in the electric field and the overlaying EOF, are oriented  
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Figure 8: Cross-section of a fused silica capillary with schematic illustration of the electric layers and the 
electroosmotic flow 

 

in parallel, potentially with different prefix. This results in a plug shaped profile and ultimately 

leads to less peak broadening and increased separation efficiency. [85] In practice, the 

interactions of biomacromolecules with the surface of fs capillaries, are identical to those seen 

on chromatographic silica substrates. Since these couplings are frequently strong and permanent, 

they pose significant challenges to the effective use of CE for biopharmaceutical analysis. As 

mentioned before, silanol groups are slightly acidic and ionize at pH higher than 3, with the net 

charge on the surface rising until pH 10, upon which the silanol groups are completely 

deprotonated. [147] In this environment, proteins with surface-positioned basic amino acid 

residues may engage in coulomb interactions with ionized sialons. Although fs consists mainly of 

silanol groups, it may incorporate hydrophobic patches on its amorphous surface. Owing to the 

heat treatment of the capillary during its production, siloxane is produced by the elimination of 

vicinal hydroxyl groups and the subsequent development of a Si-O-Si linkage. Through their 

minimal protonation, these structural elements have a limited affinity for water and constitute 

hydrophobic sites inside the fs capillary. [151] For this reason, non-polar sites on a macromolecule 

might also interact with the silica surface. Although the backbone of NAs is negatively charged 

due to phosphate groups, the neutral bases may overcome this repulsion and also adhere to the 

fs surface. This effect mainly affects ssNA while, dsNA adhesion is driven in large part by the 

creation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the phosphate-silica contact layer. [152,153] This 
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mass transfer causes peak broadening, tailing, and, in severe cases, a diminished detector 

response or the entire disappearance of signals. Moreover, adsorption modifies the condition of 

the capillary wall during an analysis and may vary the amount of EOF from one analysis to the 

next, resulting in poor repeatability. [151] Therefore, four different techniques frequently utilized 

individually or in combination to limit wall interactions have to be mentioned: Operating at high 

or low pH, the use of buffer additives, coating of the fs inner surface, and high salt concentrations. 

[147] 

The family of CE techniques offers a wide variety of separation modes. It is possible to separate 

molecules based on charge, hydrodynamic volume, molecular weight, pI, or hydrophobicity. The 

very same CE apparatus is suitable for zone electrophoresis, affinity separation, gel 

electrophoresis, isoelectric focusing (IEF), isotachophoresis, and chromatographic procedures like 

micellar electrokinetic chromatography and capillary electrokinetic chromatography. The modes 

encountered primarily in the biopharmaceutical industry are capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), 

capillary IEF (cIEF), and capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE).  

In a CZE analysis, the simplest mode, the capillary is filled with an adequate separation buffer at 

a chosen pH, and subsequently the sample is injected. High voltage is delivered to the system 

while the ends of the capillary and the electrodes are positioned in buffer vials. The loaded 

molecules in the injection plug travel with an electrophoretic mobility (µ) which is determined by 

their charge to hydrodynamic radius ratio (q/r), and finally pass a detector where data is gathered. 

[85] By a commonly used definition, the "normal" polarity for CZE is inlet = anode, detector, and 

outlet = cathode, while “reverse” polarity refers to the opposite. With proceeding 

electrophoresis, the ionic species segregate based on their respective electrophoretic mobilities 

and traverse the detector as analyte zones. Thus the, the name capillary zone electrophoresis was 

coined. [148] The composition of the electrophoretic buffer, also referred to as background 

electrolyte (BGE), is the most influential chemical variable on CZE. This includes the buffering 

agent type and concentration, chemical modifiers and the pH value. Physical parameters 

comprise the capillary dimensions, temperature and the electric field strength. The pH of the BGE 

determines the net charges of the sample components and, consequently, their mobilities. The 

ideal BGE ought to have adequate buffering capacity in the pH range that offers optimum 

resolution, introduces low electro dispersion impact, provides a low background in the detector 

system, encompasses low conductivity at concentrations ensure effective pH buffering, and 

prevent wall interactions. [147,154] Due to the fact that sample properties determine the 

appropriate pH range, no single BGE can be exploited for all analytical tasks. At pH levels that are 

closer to the analyte's pI, reduced mobility will cause extended run durations, peak broadening, 
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and an increased likelihood of wall adhesion. Therefore, pH is often recommended to be at least 

one unit higher or lower than the pI of the target molecule. [148] 

Choosing the I.D. of the capillary is a trade-off among resolution, sensitivity, and loading volume. 

Lowering the diameter of the capillary to improve heat dissipation yields the highest resolution, 

while large I.D. provide the best sensitivity and sample loading capacity. The recommended 

capillary I.D. for most purposes is 50 µm, although 75 to 100 µm may be necessary for high-

sensitivity or micropreparative operations. [148] The length of the capillary may be increased to 

enhance resolution, but often has minimal impact in comparison to BGE composition. In case the 

BGE is not able to sufficiently minimize wall interactions, capillaries can be coated by covalent 

reaction of various agents to the silanol groups. Most often neutral polymers like poly vinyl 

alcohol or polyacrylamide are used for biological analytes. [148] 

Simple CZE has limited use for NA, since q/r is very similar for NA of varying lengths. However, it 

was reported that oligonucleotides may be separated based on their hydrophobicity and thus 

their sequence. [155] Despite this, the main application of CZE is monitoring of charge 

heterogeneity of proteins. There are “generic” methods for mAbs [156,157] but also other 

prominent examples like insulin [158]. It serves as an orthogonal method to CEX and was shown 

to be stability indicating, precise, accurate, robust, linear and sensitive for mAbs. [156] In addition, 

it represents an alternative to HILIC for glycan analysis. CZE has various benefits over other 

techniques. It can be coupled to MS allowing peak characterization. [159,160] Sample preparation 

is often simple, and analysis durations are quick, allowing for high-throughput screening. [148] It 

is not constrained by the size of the analyte and may be used to analyze anything ranging from 

small molecules, mAbs, viruses, and even cells. [161] On the other side, the design of a BGE which 

is tailored to the analyte may be tedious in the beginning and inhibit the application. Additionally, 

sensitivity can be an issue, especially with UV detection and narrow capillaries. [85] 

Affinity CE (ACE) is a synergistic method that combines CZE separation and affinity interaction 

with ligands, hence increasing the selectivity for desired charged species. By adding a ligand to 

the separation system, a complex with different migration characteristics than the target itself is 

created. This approach may be used to analyze binding reaction parameters (such as 

concentration, stoichiometry, and equilibrium) and complex formation processes. [162] An ACE 

experiment's design is highly dependent on the analytes and their binding constants (KD). For tight 

binding events (KD in the nanomolar range), the protein analyte and its antigen can be pre-

incubated prior to CZE separation (equilibrium-mixture analysis). Throughout the analysis, the 

generated inert complex will be stable, permitting normal CZE conditions. [148] Less stable 
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complexes (KD in the micromolar range) will lead, as a result of continuing dissociation throughout 

the analysis caused by continuously changing equilibria, to extensive zones in which the 

equilibrium between ligand and protein is permanently altered. The addition of the ligand to the 

BGE, which allows for a stable equilibrium within the capillary through a consistent ligand 

concentration, is an efficient strategy for such unstable complexes (mobility-shift analysis). [162] 

Nevertheless, not all ligands may be abundant enough to be incorporated into the BGE or might 

by incompatible with the separation, e.g. due its own properties or impact on the BGE properties 

or homogeneity. In such instances, analyte and ligand may be injected individually into the 

capillary (two plug approach). This needs the protein and ligand to have distinct electrophoretic 

mobilities so that one can catch up the other. This approach is also known as electrophoretically 

mediated microanalysis or flow-through partial-filling (FTPF) ACE. [163] The capillary as a 

microreactor offers some advantages: It reduces the consumption of precious analytes and 

expands the automation possibilities of the analytical method.  

All modes of ACE have a wide range of application like binding interaction characterization, 

immunoassays, aptamer evolution and drug discovery. [164] Through its specific action mode it 

is mostly employed in the research and characterization phases of drug development, but it was 

also described for charge heterogeneity profiling of mAb mixtures [165] or coupled with MS to 

monitor oxidation and binding affinity of mAbs simultaneously. [166] 

Capillary isoelectric focusing (cIEF) unites the resolution of traditional gel isoelectric focusing (IEF) 

with the benefits of CE. As the pI is nearly the same for all kinds of NAs, this technique is almost 

exclusively used for protein charge heterogeneity profiling. IEF refers to electrophoresis that is 

carried out in a pH gradient. When an IEF separation is conducted, the amphoteric compounds in 

the sample are separated and concentrated at spots along the pH gradient where their pI is 

equivalent to the pH. [147] As with other CE techniques, making use of capillaries provides 

effective Joule heat dissipation and enables the application of high voltage, which speeds up the 

process of concentrating protein zones. In cIEF, the capillary is loaded entirely with a combination 

of carrier ampholytes (CAs) and the target molecule, which represents the test sample. A 

separation voltage is provided to the two ends of the capillary, which are dipped into the 

catholyte and anolyte, respectively. Through isoelectric stacking of components in the CAs, a pH 

gradient is formed from the anodic to the cathodic side of the capillary. Proteins in the mixture 

travel to sites within the capillary where their pIs are analogous to the pH in the pH gradient. As 

they are uncharged when reaching the pH that corresponds to their pI, their migration ceases. 

This in turn creates compact focused protein zones, which can then be detected. [85] There are 

two fundamental prerequisites for an efficient cIEF separation column: no flow (electroosmotic 
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or hydrodynamic) and no capillary wall adhesion. Therefore, capillaries are typically coated with 

stable, neutral coatings to suppress EOF and avoid protein contact with the silica surface. [148] 

To avoid hydrodynamic movement during the focusing, the two tips of the capillary should be 

kept on a single level. When the two prerequisites are met, a stationary gradient can be 

established where the protein zones are focused in narrow zones. Due to the fact that generic CE 

devices are typically equipped with a single point detector the static zones inside the capillary 

must be mobilized in order to pass the detector, adding an additional step after focusing. Three 

strategies to mobilize are available, which might be combined in any way: salt mobilization, 

pressure-driven mobilization, and EOF-driven mobilization. [147] The pressure-mobilization 

procedure might lower resolution and increases sample analysis times. The chemical mobilization 

process, on the other side, requires more method development, but may increase resolution 

through additional separation effects. Nowadays, the industry standard is whole-capillary 

detection, in which the IEF over the whole length of the separation column is observed by a 

UV/Vis detection system usually operated at 280 nm, to avoid CA background noise. [167] These 

instruments are commonly referred to as imaged cIEF (icIEF). Nevertheless, mobilization may still 

be necessary for fractionation or MS-coupling.  

Just like BGE in CZE, the CA is the most important condition in cIEF. Given that a CA may comprise 

more than 900 amphoteric compounds, it is mainly obtained commercially. Owing to the vast 

number of CA ingredients, background absorption is a special concern aside from factors like 

optimal resolution. Therefore, a compromise between buffering capacity of the ampholyte and 

UV absorption must be made. [147] After focusing proteins are concentrated by several 

magnitudes into compact zones at net-zero charge, which poses the risk of precipitation and 

aggregation. Therefore, sugars, surfactants, and chaotropic salts can serve as additives to the CA 

to preserve a protein’s solubility at their pI. Moreover, polymers like methyl cellulose stabilize the 

capillary surface, further reduce surface interactions, and improve resolution by decreasing 

protein diffusion coefficients. [147] When a sample's pI value is uncertain, a CA with a broad pH 

range (e.g. 3-10) is often the first option for pI screening. For most analytes, separation resolution 

may be improved in successive runs by using CAs with a tighter pH range. The focusing time is an 

additional relevant factor. Stabilization of the focusing current essentially corresponds to 

conclusion of CA focusing, whereas target proteins may travel more slowly than CAs, often 

necessitating experimental assessment of the focusing time. [148] In QC labs, the icIEF with UV 

detection has become a standard technique for charge heterogeneity investigation. It is a rapid 

approach that has been confirmed in inter-laboratory investigations for its robustness and 

repeatability for charge heterogeneity profiling of therapeutic antibodies. [168] It is particularly 
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valuable due to its practically universal application to all kinds of proteins and simple method 

development, which has been standardized by commercial suppliers. [169] Coupling with MS has 

been described but is often complicated by the need to remove or use uncommon Cas. [170] In 

this situation, CEX and CZE are often preferred alternatives. Additionally, some proteins may be 

difficult to analyze due to precipitation, even when countermeasures were taken.  

The implementation of capillaries eliminated the majority of difficulties related with gels in 

electrophoresis, such as the removal of convection due to the quick Joule heat dissipation and 

the reduction of diffusion owing to the strong electric field. However, gels have the potential to 

actively contribute to the separation by acting as a sieving matrix that selectively impacts the 

mobility of analytes according to molecular size. Throughout CZE, biomolecules like NAs and SDS–

protein complexes do not display any substantial mobility variances, regardless of their length, 

due to their constant q/r. Thus, the inclusion of an engaging sieving medium is required to achieve 

resolution. For the initial implementations of capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), cross-linked 

high-viscosity gels polymerized within the capillary predominated. [171] Newer techniques use 

linear, UV-transparent polymers, such as dextrane, cellulose derivatives, or polyethylene glycol, 

for simpler and robust handling, improved repeatability, and more injection mode flexibility. [148] 

The formation of an entangled superstructure in a solution of noncross-linked polymers can be 

observed above a certain concentration threshold and forms the foundation of the sieving effect. 

Intermolecular polymer and polymer–solvent interactions are shaping the polymer network 

structure, which is further influenced by factors such as temperature, polymer concentration, 

molecular weight (Mw), shape, and additives like SDS. [172] The network structure is dynamic, 

with channel-like structures in the polymer continuously emerging and vanishing. Therefore, the 

theoretical pore size is flexible and solely reliant on the concentration of a given polymer. In 

general, increased polymer concentrations facilitate the resolution of analytes of lower molecular 

mass. [147] Moreover, the use of an electric field may assist in polymer organization. In contrast 

to the fixated cross-linked gels, the dynamic pore structure enables even the largest molecules to 

permeate. According to the Ogsten model, analytes with a size similar or lower to the pore size 

are resolved by a true sieving process, and their mobility is proportional to exp(-Mw). [173] Large 

Stokes radii molecules, such as the flexible chain of biopolymer molecules, might well transit 

through holes far narrower than their size would allow. This is described by the reptation model 

(reptation-without-stretching regime), which characterizes macromolecule movement as a 

"head-first, snakelike" flow through the pores of the sieve medium. According to this theory, the 

mobility of the analyte is inversely related to its Mw. This holds true up until the point when 
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maximal size is reached, at which a repetition-with-stretching process leads to a ceiling for 

mobility, and the analytes are not distinguishable. [148] 

SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) is the most used slab gel 

electrophoresis technique for the study of polypeptides. Correspondingly, CE-SDS, its capillary 

equivalent, represents the most abundant member of the CE family used in the 

biopharmaceutical industry. SDS adheres to peptide chains in an essentially stoichiometric 

manner, with about one SDS molecule attached for every two amino acid residues. [172] 

Considering that the impacts of ionic functional groups are negligible compared to those of the 

detergent sulfate groups, the SDS–protein complexes exhibit a comparable q/r regardless of the 

length of the polypeptide chain. Incompletely complexed proteins may display varied mobility 

and may be resolved into numerous species, while with smaller proteins, the inherent charge of 

the side chains has a greater impact, resulting in larger variability despite similar Mw. The 

surfactant's solubilizing ability is a significant benefit of utilizing SDS, permitting the examination 

of proteins that are prone to precipitation. [147] While protein separations via other CE modes is 

often adversely impacted by capillary wall interactions, this issue is negligible or absent in CE-SDS. 

The BGE pH is adjusted so the fs surface has a negative charge, and the SDS–protein combination 

is anionic at virtually all pH levels, leading to electrostatic repulsion and consequently preventing 

adsorption. [148] For sample preparation, proteins are diluted in a basic-pH SDS-containing buffer 

and subsequently heat-denaturated. Prior to heating, a suitable reducing agent such as β-

mercaptoethanol or dithiothreitol is added if the proteins are to be investigated under reduced 

conditions. In instances when increased sensitivity is needed, fluorophore derivatization may be 

advised. [147] Due to their practically constant q/r, SDS–protein complexes are injected with an 

identical effectiveness. In contrast to CZE, where electrokinetic injection may lead to a bias since 

lower mobility analytes will move more slowly into the capillary, resulting in decreased relative 

concentrations within the injected zone. When choosing a high ionic strength for the BGE, this 

can be exploited for a stacking effect, which sharpens the injected zone and increases sample 

concentration. [147] Electrokinetic injection is hence a favorable option, but if the sample has a 

significant salt content and desalting is impractical, hydrodynamic injection may be utilized. 

Another difference to CZE is the high viscosity of the run buffer which necessitates adequate 

pumping time to fill up the capillary. 

CE-SDS is a recognized technique for the examination of protein biopharmaceuticals, is included 

in a large number of regulatory filings and considered a “generic” method which matches many 

different analytes. [172] While it is conceivable to build a CE-SDS method by testing multiple gel 

buffer compositions, this is often considered a substantial investment, and in practice the 
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majority of laboratories use commercially available analysis buffers. Via the non-reduced form of 

the technique fragments, covalently bound aggregates and host cell proteins are assessed, while 

with the reduced mode serves for monitoring of fragments and glycan distribution. [172] Due to 

its extensive usage, high throughput applications of CE-SDS, such as in short capillaries with 

minimal analysis times or with multichannel devices, are also commercially available. [174] As SDS 

interacts with ESI, the principal downside of this method is the limited ability to characterize peaks 

using MS. The removal of SDS by a two-dimensional CGE-CZE-MS method has been established 

but remains a technically demanding niche application with great potential. [175] 

CGE was established as a method for DNA analysis and sequencing in the early 1990s and 

continues to be one of the leading methods for the purity assessment of NAs. The separation 

technique is identical to CE-SDS, and comparable gel matrices may be used. It is applicable to the 

whole range of NAs, from single bases to tens of thousands of bases. [173] A difference is the 

frequent use of intercalating dyes such as ethidium bromide which raise the resolution and 

sensitivity through fluorescence detection by many orders of magnitude. [176] The approach is 

utilized orthogonally to IP-RP-HPLC for the sizing of oligonucleotides, but is particularly beneficial 

for longer NAs like mRNA as very few techniques can resolve them. In recent years, CGE has 

regained attention in the separation of NAs for detection of contaminants, identification of 

modifications, or the investigation of secondary structures as a result of the biopharma industry's 

shift from mAbs to other modalities. It has been successfully applied for gene therapy products 

and mRNA vaccines. [91] Due to BGE components that are incompatible with MS, CGE-MS 

applications for NAs have been scarce so far. 
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2. Results and Discussions 
 

The objective of this dissertation is to explore the potential of capillary electrophoresis as an 

analytical technique to evaluate the properties of novel therapeutic agents, including peptides, 

plasmids, mRNA/LNP formulations, and rAAV. The ultimate intent is to expand the applicability of 

CE to all these modalities as much as possible. The doctoral thesis encompasses four focus areas 

that were addressed in a total of five articles that were published in peer-reviewed analytical 

chemistry journals. Each of the sections of the thesis will be presented through a summary of 

each project, along with the reprint of the corresponding articles. 

In the initial section (2.1), a technique is presented for identifying and measuring the degree of 

methionine oxidation in proteins, employing Ag(I) and Au(III) ions as affinity probes. The process 

of methionine oxidation is a frequently occurring PTM that has the potential to impact the 

structure and function of proteins. [21] The article presents an investigation on the capability of 

ACE to quantify the degree and position of methionine oxidation in peptides and offers 

complementary approach to MS.  

Section two (2.2) provides a direct comparison of the present analytical methodologies employed 

for the analysis of rAAVs, a highly promising vector for gene therapy. The rAAV is a type of small, 

non-enveloped ssDNA virus that has the ability to deliver therapeutic genes into target cells. [177] 

It exhibits numerous benefits in comparison to alternative gene transfer vehicles but presents 

various analytical characterization challenges which are owed to the combinations of viral 

proteins and NAs. The research presented in this chapter delineates the benefits and challenges 

associated with employing CGE, CZE, TEM, AUC, and IP-RP-LC methodologies for the purpose of 

rAAV characterization. The findings demonstrated that CE techniques are capable of providing 

distinctive insights into rAAV, which may not be readily accessible through other analytical 

approaches. 

Chapter three (2.3) presents an approach for quantification and identification of NA therapeutics 

through the utilization of fluorescent peptide nucleic acid (PNA) hybridization probes for CE. PNA 

probes are artificially synthesized, neutral polymers that have the ability to selectively hybridize 

with target NAs [178] and induce changes in their electrophoretic mobility. The article 

demonstrates the application of PNA probes in the qualitative and quantitative analysis of NA 

therapeutics, including oligonucleotides, rAAVs, and mRNA.  
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The final chapter (2.4) describes a study which demonstrates different analytical methods for 

longer NAs (> 500 nt), highlighting their specific advantages and limitations. This involves, the PNA 

based ACE method (chapter 2.3), ddPCR, CGE (chapter 2.2) which was expanded by the use of 

nuclease digestion, IP-RP-LC and CZE. These methods were applied to a variety of NA 

formulations: mRNA, rAAV and LNPs. 
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2.1 Methionine oxidation of proteins analyzed by affinity capillary 

electrophoresis in presence of silver (I) and gold (III) ions 
 

Methionine (Met) is an amino acid that shows susceptibility to oxidation by reactive oxygen species, 

leading to the formation of methionine sulfoxide (MetO). [179] The level of Met oxidation in a protein 

is regarded a CQA, due to its potential to cause reduced potency, aggregation and altered 

pharmacokinetics depending on the position in the protein´s amino acid sequence. [180] Peptide 

mapping via LC-MS is considered the gold standard for addressing this CQA. [181] However, this 

approach requires costly equipment, can be complex and is a time-intensive process. For this reason, 

the adoption of ACE as a technique for separating peptides and proteins with varying oxidation states 

is proposed in this study. This is achieved through the interaction of biomolecules with ligands present 

in the BGE. This methodology's feasibility was shown through peptides with differing Met oxidation 

variations as model analytes. The metallic cations of Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, and Au were subjected to 

testing, and the utilization of Au and Ag yielded the most favorable outcomes. The ions of Ag(I) and 

Au(I) have the property of exhibiting selective complex formation with thioethers as opposed to 

sulfoxides. The introduction of the mentioned ions into the BGE results in a selective formation of 

complexes with Met residues. This leads to a modification in the charge, enabling the separation of 

species based on their individual oxidation state of Met. Experimental data indicated that gold in its 

trivalent state (Au(III)) undergoes reduction to its monovalent state (Au(I)), while Met oxidizes to 

MetO within the capillary. Au(I) has the ability to form complexes with peptides that contain Met and 

can thus alter their mobility in ACE. For this reason, the application of AuCl3 in conjunction with 

thioether containing samples is suitable for investigating the conduct of Au(I) in CZE at concentrations 

approximately ranging from 250 to 500 μM. Furthermore, AuCl3 may be a noteworthy oxidizing agent 

for inducing stress in biological specimens. The specific binding of Ag(I) with thioethers has been 

effectively utilized in ACE to differentiate between peptides having varying levels of oxidation in their 

Met residues. The investigation has demonstrated a distinct differentiation between non-oxidized, 

singly-oxidized, and doubly-oxidized variants, which were previously indistinguishable through 

conventional CZE. The data obtained indicated that there is a binding interaction between a single 

Ag(I) ion and a single Met residue, leading to an increase in the net charge of the analyte. The 

logarithmic binding constant (log KB) of 8-mer peptides that contain a single Met residue was 

measured to be approximately 3.6, which is consistent with literature. Studies involving mAbs have 

demonstrated that the interaction between Ag ions and large proteins can impact their mobility and 

that the method possess the capability to serve as an indicator for protein oxidative stress.  
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2.2 Analytical techniques for recombinant adeno associated virus 
 

Recombinant adeno-associated viruses are gene therapy vectors, capable of transporting 

therapeutic genes to patient cells. [182] They are currently the most prevalent vector for in vivo 

gene therapy available to patients with three FDA approved drugs. [183] However, the production 

and quality control of rAAV poses significant challenges owing to the intricate and heterogenic 

nature of rAAV. The efficacy and safety of gene therapeutics are determined by the NA 

encapsulated, which, in turn, is associated with several CQAs. [184] Hence, the development of 

reliable and robust analytical methodologies for the characterization of rAAVs is of utmost 

significance. When this project was started, we realized that there are little to no reports that 

compare analytical methods with the same set of rAAVs. Through the large variability of 

commercial specimens and lack of reliable reference standards analytical method development 

was challenging. In order to overcome this problem a descriptive study was initiated to obtain a 

deeper understanding of the nature of rAAV samples. This chapter presents an evaluation of five 

analytical techniques for rAAV analysis, as described in two articles. The techniques evaluated 

include TEM, AUC, CGE, CZE and IP-RP-LC. 

The first article takes a holistic approach and compares results obtained with TEM, AUC, CGE and 

CZE with a consistent set of rAAVs. TEM and AUC techniques are primarily concerned with the 

overall state of the viral system but also provide information on the DNA load. On the other hand, 

the described CE methods are suitable for analyzing the viral DNA specifically. TEM and AUC 

generated equivalent results, with no significant variations detected among the examined rAAVs: 

All species that were identified through TEM were also observable via AUC. AUC has the ability to 

offer a comprehensive assessment of the variability among sample species and was utilized to 

determine the proportional quantities of capsids that are empty, partially filled, filled, or 

overfilled. On the other hand, TEM is a powerful imaging technique that visualized impurities such 

as proteasomes or damaged virus capsids. The study revealed that the differentiation of partially 

filled from fully filled capsids through TEM and AUC techniques could pose a challenge. My 

contribution to this publication was to establish orthogonal CE techniques that could address this 

challenge. CGE provided a rapid estimation of the size and proportion of the present DNA 

molecules. The findings indicated that the detection of fragments in CGE resulted in the 

appearance of partially filled species in AUC. Capsids that encapsulate DNA strands larger than 

their intended size cannot be visualized through TEM and could thus only be observed through 

the use of CGE and AUC. The results obtained from CGE have demonstrated their comparability 

and complementarity to AUC. Although CGE proved to be a valuable tool, we observed that the 
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estimation of genome titer using this method was a laborious process and lacked an established 

calibration procedure. Hence, a simplified CZE workflow was proposed that can be utilized under 

native conditions with brief separation times (< 5 min/run). The underlying mechanism for 

detection was based on the release of DNA due to thermal stress, achieved by subjecting the 

sample to a temperature of 70 °C for a duration of 2 minutes. The experimental technique 

exhibited linearity over a wide range and yielded consistent outcomes. This approach could thus 

aid in comprehending the release of DNA, such as during formulation studies. 

As a result of the accumulated knowledge, I was part of a collaboration with peers at the 

University of Leiden to assist in the development of an IP-RP-LC method that had not yet been 

implemented for rAAV DNA. The publication involved a comparative analysis of the acquired IP-

RP data to AUC and CGE. I provided different preparations of rAAV and plasmid digests and the 

corresponding CGE data which helped highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of each 

technique. While CGE generally provides higher resolution than IP-RP-LC, the latter technique 

allows for analysis under fully denatured conditions, enabling detection of single-stranded DNA. 

Overall IP-RP-LC proved to be a valuable addition to AUC and CGE. 
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2.3 Using Peptide Nucleic Acid Hybridization Probes for Qualitative and 

Quantitative Analysis of Nucleic Acid Therapeutics by Capillary 

Electrophoresis 
 

The analysis of rAAV vectors revealed that methods for NA are not always straight forward and 

that the industry is currently seeking new approaches that complement the analytical repertoire. 

A lot of fundamental work on CE for NAs has been done in the 1990s but remained rather 

unnoticed. Throughout my research the idea came up to use fluorescent oligonucleotides as 

probes in CE. A detailed literature research revealed an article from O'Keefe and colleagues [185] 

that initiated working analytically with peptide nucleic acids (PNAs). PNAs are synthetic organic 

polymers that possess chemical properties that are characteristic of DNA and RNA. The primary 

distinguishing feature is the presence of a backbone composed of N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine 

monomers, which are connected by peptide bonds. [186] The biological stability of PNAs is 

attributed to their uncharged nature, which renders them resistant to digestion by proteases and 

nucleases. The absence of electrostatic repulsion provides a greater attraction towards 

complementary NA sequences, compared to normal NAs. This enables hybridization conditions 

that are outside the reach of conventional nucleic acid oligomers, such as low levels of sodium 

and high temperatures, among others. The electrophoretic separation of PNA and hybridized NA 

is feasible due to the significant difference in their charge-to-hydrodynamic radius ratio. [187] 

Thus, PNA oligomers were utilized as probes in CE to identify particular DNA sequences. By 

labeling the PNAs with fluorescent labels, a detailed and sensitive monitoring of hybridization was 

possible. The investigation involved a series of proof-of-concept trials that aimed at determining 

the capacity of PNA probes to detect NAs in new therapeutic entities, both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. The method obtained was suitable for a broad range of NA sizes, making it valuable 

for drug product formulations with varying levels of intricacy, including oligonucleotides, mRNA 

vaccines, or rAAVs. The method was highly reproducible and determined the quantity and identity 

of ssNAs within a broad range of 20 to 1000 nt. The concept was successfully implemented for 

mRNA, with a LOQ in the picomolar range achieved through the use of multiple probes. However, 

in ds samples only fragments identical to PNA size could be measured. This constraint could be 

overcome by means of enzymatic digestion and by employing multiple probes. 
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2.4 Electrophoretic characterization of LNP/AAV encapsulated nucleic 

acids – strengths and weaknesses 
 

Previous studies on NAs from diverse sources have demonstrated their complex nature. No single 

analytical method has been found to be universally effective in handling all types of NAs 

holistically. Due to the recognition of certain analytical gaps for longer NAs, a study was launched 

to demonstrate different analytical methods, highlighting their specific advantages and 

limitations. The first half of the investigation involved the assessment of mRNA identity and 

quantity in free state through the utilization of ddPCR and PNA based ACE, as well as the 

confirmation of pDNA and viral DNA identity and purity via CGE combined with enzymatic 

digestion of the DNA. The second part of the investigation focused on the measurement of mRNA 

in a LNP formulation by ACE, CZE, and IP-RP. In addition, a CZE method was described, which 

allowed for the visualization of the electric charge distribution of complete LNPs. 

My involvement in this publication included the acquisition of CE data for the first two chapters 

of the study, as well as consolidating data from multiple contributors into a comprehensive 

package. The employed methodologies effectively addressed various CQAs including quantity, 

identity, purity, and encapsulation efficacy. The different optimal utilization scenarios for every 

technology were delineated and displayed, that the selection of the analytical approach should 

be executed on a case-by-case basis. 
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The complete sequence of the EGFP gene; green markup was targeted by PNAs; yellow markup by 

ddPCR. 

 

ATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCTGTTCACCGGGGTGGTGCCCATCCTGGTCGAGCTGGACGGCGACGTAAACGG

CCACAAGTTCAGCGTGTCCGGCGAGGGCGAGGGCGATGCCACCTACGGCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCATCTGCAC

CACCGGCAAGCTGCCCGTGCCCTGGCCCACCCTCGTGACCACCCTGACCTACGGCGTGCAGTGCTTCAGCCGCTAC

CCCGACCACATGAAGCAGCACGACTTCTTCAAGTCCGCCATGCCCGAAGGCTACGTCCAGGAGCGCACCATCTTCT

TCAAGGACGACGGCAACTACAAGACCCGCGCCGAGGTGAAGTTCGAGGGCGACACCCTGGTGAACCGCATCGAG

CTGAAGGGCATCCTGGGGCACAAGCTGGAGTACAACTACAACAGCCACAACGTCTATATCATGGCCGACAAGCAG

AAGAACGGCATCAAGGTGAACTTCAAGATCCGCCACAACATCGAGGACGGCAGCGTGCAGCTCGCCGACCACTAC

CAGCAGAACACCCCCATCGGCGACGGCCCCGTGCTGCTGCCCGACAACCACTACCTGAGCACCCAGTCCGCCCTGA

GCAAAGACCCCAACGAGAAGCGCGATCACATGGTCCTGCTGGAGTTCGTGACCGCCGCCGGGATCACTCTCGGCA

TGGACGAGCTGTACAAGTAA 

 

Primers and probes. All sequences from 5’ to 3’ end. The following primers and probes were used for 

ddPCR to detect the EGFP mRNA sequence : forward primer CGCACCATCTTCTTCAAGGA, reverse primer 

CTTGAAGTCGATGCCCTTCA, probe ACCCGCGCCGAGGTGAAGTTCGA; the 5’ end of the probe was labeled 

with the FAM fluorophore and the fluorescence was quenched with an internal ZEN quencher and 3’ 

Black Hole Quencher-1. 

PNA probes for ACE were labeled with Oregon green followed by two spacers. Two Glu residues were 

added for faster CZE mobility and better solubility.  

OG488–OO–TCTCGTTGGGGTCTTTGCTC-Glu-Glu;  

OG488–OO–TTCTGCTTGTCGGCCATGAT-Glu-Glu 
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1: 1D amplitude graph obtained from QX ONE Software: Wells A01, A02, and A03 

show the population of both negative and positive droplets in the FAM channel (experiment was 

performed as triplicate). The well A04 is the non-templacte control, in which no sample was 

added but the other conditions were maintained. WellE01 and E04 are the equivalent to A01 and 

A04 but no reverse transcriptase was added and therefore no retro-transcription was possible to 

obtain DNA for PCR amplification (negative control). 
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3. Conclusion 
 

This thesis aimed to evaluate the utility of CE in analyzing critical quality attributes of emerging 

therapeutic agents for their use as innovative drugs, such as peptides, plasmids, mRNA/lipid nano 

particle formulations, and recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV). The main goal was to 

improve CE's applicability for these modalities by developing novel approaches for these complex 

therapeutics. The dissertation encompassed four projects that have been presented and 

discussed in a collection of five articles published in peer-reviewed analytical chemistry journals. 

The first chapter explored the potential of affinity CE to measure the extent and specific sites of 

methionine oxidation in peptides and monoclonal antibodies. Thus, it aimed to offer an 

alternative approach to mass spectrometry. The subsequent chapter presented a comprehensive 

direct comparison of the current analytical techniques employed in the examination of 

recombinant adeno-associated viruses (rAAV), encompassing TEM, AUC, CGE, CZE, and IP-RP-LC. 

In the third chapter, a technique was outlined for the quantification and identification of nucleic 

acid therapeutics using fluorescent PNA hybridization probes in CE. The concluding section of this 

dissertation examined different analytical techniques used to analyze larger oligonucleotides 

(>500 nt) incorporated in diverse delivery systems, emphasizing the advantages and limitations 

of each method. The methods employed in this study encompassed the utilization of PNA-based 

CE as described in the previous chapter, ddPCR, CGE with the incorporation of nuclease digestion, 

IP-RP-LC, and CZE. These techniques were collectively employed to thoroughly analyze NAs and 

assess their quality attributes as biologics. In conclusion, this dissertation provided a 

comprehensive analysis of various techniques and methods utilized in the study of 

biopharmaceutical molecules and molecular systems, emphasizing their interconnectedness. The 

examination of minor alterations within complex molecules and the characterization of large 

molecules collectively outlined the broad applicability of CE based methods for new modalities. 

The results presented in the scientific publications serve as a robust foundation for future 

research and development for analytical laboratories in the biopharmaceutical sector. 
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4. Tools and References 
 

3.1 Tools 
 

• DeepL Translate ; Deepl SE: https://www.deepl.com/translator  
o Translation of text passages; entire document. 

 

• QuillBot ; QuillBot (Course Hero), LLC : https://quillbot.com 
o Paraphrasing of text passages; Used in the introduction section. 

 

• Biorender; Science Suite. Inc. : https://www.biorender.com 
o Generating images: Figure 1-8 and in the publications as cited. 

 

• Microsoft Bing Image Creator (DALL-E); Microsoft Corporation: 
https://www.bing.com/images/create?form=FLPGEN 

o Generation of the cover image, slightly modified.  
o Used prompt: a chromatogram electropherogram that contains a range of 

mountains with the matterhorn, digital art, book cover, scientific, minimalist, 
HPLC, colorful on a royal blue background, 4k 
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AEX  anion-exchange 

AF4 Asymmetric flow field flow 

fractionation 

ALC Affinity LC 

API active pharmaceutical 

ingredient 

ASO  antisense oligonucleotides 

AUC  analytical ultracentrifugation 

CD  Circular dichroism 

CE  capillary electrophoresis 

CEX  cation-exchange 

C&GT  cell and gene therapy  

CGE  capillary gel electrophoresis 

CID collision-induced dissociation 

CQA  critical quality attributes  

ddPCR  digital droplet PCR 

DLS  dynamic light scattering 

ds   double stranded 

DSC Differential scanning 

calorimetry 

EGFP enhanced green fluorescent 

protein 

ELISA enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay 

ESI  electrospray ionization  

FTIR fourier-transform-IR 

HIC hydrophobic interaction 

chromatography 

HILIC hydrophilic interaction liquid 

chromatography 

HMW high molecular weight species 

HPLC high pressure/performance 

liquid chromatography 

HTS  high throughput sequencing  

IEC ion exchange chromatography 

IP-RP-HPLC ion pair-RP-HPLC 

IR  infrared 

LC  liquid chromatography 

LNP  lipid nano particle 

LOQ  limit of quantification 

mAb  monoclonal antibody 

MALS  multi angle light scattering 

MEKC Micellar electrokinetic 

chromatography 

MS  mass spectrometry 

Mw  molecular weight 

NA  nucleic acid 

NGS  next generation sequencing 

NP   normal phase 

nt  nucleotides 

PCR  polymerase chain reaction 

pDNA  plasmid DNA 

pI  isoelectric point 

PNA   peptide nucleic acid 

PTM post-translational 

modifications 

QC  quality control 

qPCR  quantitative PCR 

rAAV recombinant adeno associated 

virus 

RP  revered phase 

RT  reverse transcriptase 

SEC  size exclusion chromatography 

siRNA  small interfering RNA 

SPR  Surface plasmon resonance 

ss   single stranded 

UV  Ultraviolet (UV),  

VIS  visible 

TEM transmission electron 

microscopy 

TFA  trifluoroacetic acid 
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